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ABSTRACT 
Measurements have been made of the l a t t i c e parameters, 
density and magnetic characteristics of a series of alloys 
between Terbium and Scandium. Both single c r y s t a l and poly-
c r y s t a l l i n e materials have been used i n t h i s investigation. 
I t i s found that the l a t t i c e parameters show a s l i g h t devia-
t i o n from Vegard's Law. The Neel temperatures follow a 
-1.33 
TJJCCG ' dependence unlike the rare earth metals and other 
alloy systems, where a TJJCCG 0"^ law i s obeyed. 
(G = effective de Gennes function). The paramagnetic 
-2 
Curie points show an approximate dependence on G unlike the 
0 OCG va r i a t i o n observed f o r the rare earth metals and P 
the alloys with Yttrium. 
Thermal expansion and magnetostriction measurements have 
been made along the p r i n c i p a l directions of single crystals 
of alloys of composition Tb Q Q^ SCQ 1 1 and Tb Q g 2^Sc Q ^. 
An estimate of the exchange constants and t h e i r derivatives 
has been made f o r the a l l o y Tb_ 0riSc„ .., with the help of 
O.o? 0.11 
the turn angle data provided by Dr. H„R„ Child. 
The contribution of magnetostrictive energy has been 
estimated i n the two alloys following Cooper's analysis. 
I t i s observed that the magnetostrictive energy drops rapidly 
with composition and t h i s i s assumed to be the cause of 
the absence of ferromagnetism even i n materials containing 
f a i r l y high proportion of Terbium. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1r1.(a) Electronic Structure of Rare Earths 
A b r i e f summary of the p r i n c i p a l physical properties of the rare 
earth metals i s relevant i n a report on the investigation of the 
properties of a rare earth a l l o y system. 
The members of Group I I I A of the periodic table (Atomic nos. 57 
to 71) are c o l l e c t i v e l y known as the 'Rare Earths', The lanthanides 5 
as they are a l t e r n a t i v e l y c l a s s i f i e d , have very similar chemical 
properties. This i s due to the essentially unchanged outer electron 
configuration through the series. The general representation 
£(Xe) Ud 1 0 L f n 5 s 2 5p 6 ] + + + 
where n increases from 0 to l h from La(Z = 5 7 ) to Lu(Z = 71) and 
(Xe) denotes the Xenon core f i t s the t r i v a l e n t rare earth ions with 
the exceptions of Europium arid Ytterbium, They are normally divalent. 
The outer (5d 6s) electrons are removed easily to form these ions. 
The l|f s h e l l l i e s deep i n the atom shielded by the 5s and 5p shells 
and i s generally assumed to be t i g h t l y bound and localised. 
Scandium (Z = 21) and Yttrium (Z = 39)are frequently c l a s s i f i e d 
as rare earths beca.use of t h e i r similar electronic and c r y s t a l 
structures. 
1.1.(b) Crystal Structure of Rare Earths 
As the nuclear charge increases through the series, there i s 
growing a t t r a c t i o n for the o r b i t a l electrons and the. atomic radius 
decreases while the density increases. This decrease i n size with 
increasing Z (known as the lanthanide contraction) results i n a 
progressive increase i n bond strength i f the number of bonding 
electrons stays constant. This i s manifested i n increasing melting 
- 2 -
points. This regular behaviour i s not followed by Eu and Yb because of 
the i r divalent nature. 
The seven elements La to Eu are known as the l i g h t rare earths, 
while the rest are called the heavy rare earths. Among the l i g h t rare 
earths, La, Pr and Nd exhibit a. double hexagonal close-packed structure 
(d.h.c.p.) with packing sequence ABACABAC .... at room temperature 
while Ce has a f;c.c. and Eu a b.cc. structure: 'i'La^ howeVeB:,4ra.nsfoi»ms to 
a f.e.c. structure at higher temperatures while Ce shows the formation 
of a d.h.c.p. phase below 260°K. There i s also a collapsed phase i n 
Ce at low temperatures. Sm has a complicated nine-ilayer hexagonal 
close packed structure with a stacking sequence ABCBCACAB The 
structure of Pm has not yet been reported. 
The heavy rare earths together with Y. and Sc exhibit a simple 
h.cp. structure at room temperature with a stacking sequence ABAB.. , 
The exception i s Yb which i s f.c.c. The magnetic ordering at low 
temperature i n certain rare earths (e.g. Dy) has been reported to be 
accompanied by a change to orthorhombic structure. The lowering of 
symmetry can also be treated as a deformed h„c,p„ phase. Most of the 
rare earths which ha.ve hexagonal structure at room temperature, 
transform to a body centred cubic phase as they approach t h e i r 
melting points. The exceptions are Er, Tm and Lu. G-SCHNEIDNER ( l ) 
discusses these i n d e t a i l i n his book. 
1.2. Magnetic Properties and Magnetic Structure of Rare Earths 
The l\f shell i n the rare earths has been the subject of a great 
deal of attention to explain the magnetic properties. The kf 
electrons can be specified by the appropriate combinations of the 
magnetic quantum number (+3 to -3) with the spin states +j$ and 
- 3 -
The ionic S, L and J (spin angular momentum, o r b i t a l angular momentum 
and the t o t a l angular momentum) may be calculated using Hund's r u l e , 
Pauli's p r i n c i p l e and Russell-Saunders coupling. The o r b i t a l and 
spin momenta couple a n t i p a r a l l e l i n a she l l which i s less than half 
f u l l ( i . e . J = L-S) and couple p a r a l l e l when the shell i s more than 
half f u l l ( i . e . J = L+S). The observed ionic moment compares well 
with the value g[i^^/j ( J + 1), where g i s the Lande^ factor and [l^ 
i s the Bohr magneton. The exceptions are Sm and Eu. The discrepancy 
i s cleared by using Van Vleck's postulate of contribution to 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t y from higher energy states. The metallic moments i n 
the paramagnetic state are a,lso very near to the ionic value except 
i n Yb, which exists i n a divalent state with a complete Uf s h e l l . 
This gives r i s e to a temperature independent s u s c e p t i b i l i t y , which 
i s also observed i n the terminal elements, La and Lu. The closeness 
of the ionic and metallic moments i n the paramagnetic state points to 
the localized nature of the hf electrons. Fig. 1.1 shows the 
var i a t i o n of the calculated and observed paramagnetic moment through 
the series. Books on magnetism (e.g. CHIKAZUMI (2)) deal with t h i s 
topic i n d e t a i l . 
In spite of the localized nature, of the Uf s h e l l , the majority 
of the rare earths develop magnetic order at low temperature. The 
spin arrangement i n the ordered state may be determined by neutron 
d i f f r a c t i o n experiments and has been the subject of investigation by 
the Oak Ridge and other groups (3-13). The accumulated data on the' 
spin structure of the heavy rare earths i n t h e i r ordered state can be 
schematically represented as i n Fig. 1.2. 
The l i g h t rare earths have not been explored i n as much d e t a i l 
- h -
ce. Mdt £ r Yb 
8 
O 
•~ Man VJick. - Trcuilc. 
TYIV^II?^ Ion 
Fig. 1.1 
47- 14 
• i : 1 •• - f c -
to Er Tm Y b 
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as the heavy ones. The d.h,c.p, phase of Ce shows ordering at 
.^12.5°K. The ordering i s ferrimagnetic i n each plane but the overall 
structure i s antiferromagnetic. Single c r y s t a l Fr has recently been 
reported by Lebech and Rainford (lU) not to show any ordering whereas 
ea r l i e r experiments on pol y c r y s t a l l i n e specimens pointed to a structure 
l i k e that of Nd. In Nd, the moments on the hexagonal sites order at 
about 19°K and the moments on the cubic sites order at 7.5°K. The 
spin structures of Pm and Sm have not been reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
yet, Eu orders to a h e l i c a l antiferromagnetic structure below 91°K. 
The heavy rare earths show peculiar magnetic behaviour and the 
details are complicated. In Gd, the spins a l i g n ferromagnetically 
below 293 K but the easy direction of magnetization i s temperature 
dependent. The single crystal magnetization data of Nigh et a l . ( l $ ) 
i s i n agreement with the neutron d i f f r a c t i o n results as well as the 
data on magnetocrystalline anisotropy published by Corner et a l . ( l 6 ) 
and Graham (.17). The saturation moment i s found to be i n excess of 
the g j value and t h i s i s a t t r i b u t e d by Liu (18) to conduction electron 
polarization. The antiferromagnetic ordering between 210°K and 
293°K, as postulated by Belov et a l . ( l 9 ) has net been observed i n 
neutron d i f f r a c t i o n experiments,. 
Terbium and Dysprosium show a two step ordering process. 
Below a characteristic temperature T^, the moments order ferromagneti-
c a l l y i n the basal plane, but the dir e c t i o n changes from one layer 
to the next by an equal amount giving r i s e to a screw type spin 
structure and the material behaves as an antiferromagnet. Below 
another characteristic temperature To, the screw structure, also 
known as h e l i c a l or s p i r a l structure, collapses and there i s 
— SflVK 
Tb 
- 2ZC1BK - 8 § ° K ' Ten-
3z> 
c- 7f~ 
2»V 
- - HS' K 
cr±> 
Fig. 1.2 
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ferromagnetism with the easy di r e c t i o n i n the basal plane. The two 
characteristic temperatures, and T^,, are known as the Neel and 
the Curie points respectively. The t r a n s i t i o n temperatures f o r Tb 
are 221°K and 229°K while for Dy they are reported at 1?9°K and 85°K. 
The magnetization data of Hegland et al.(20) on Tb and Behrendt 
et al.(21) on Dy a.re compatible with the spin structures. 
Application of a magnetic f i e l d above a c r i t i c a l value i n the basal 
plane destroys the h e l i c a l arrangement and ferromagnetic ordering 
results. This c r i t i c a l f i e l d i s a function of temperature, The 
saturation magnetic moment i s i n excess of the respective g j values 
and the conduction electron polarization i s again thought to be the 
cause. 
I n Holmium, the h e l i c a l spin structure i s observed between 
132°K (T N) and 20°K (Tc)„ Below Tc, the moments l i e i n a. cone about 
the c axis. The magnetization data of Strandburg et al.(22) are i n 
agreement with t h i s structure. C r i t i c a l f i e l d effects are observed 
as w e l l as an excess moment due to the conduction electron 
polarization. Recently, Koehler et al.(23) have investigated the 
spin structure of Ho as a function of temperature and magnetic f i e l d 
i n great d e t a i l . 
Erbium shows a complicated spin structure c a l l e d by d i f f e r e n t 
authors by d i f f e r e n t names - sinusoidal, linear spin wave type or 
o s c i l l a t o r y z component structure - i n the temperature range 8£°K 
to 53°K. I n t h i s arrangement there i s no order i n the basal plane, 
while the moment along the c axis varies sinusoidally i n magnitude. 
Below 53°K, Er goes i n t o a quasi-antiphase domain structure. I n 
t h i s arrangement moments order i n a h e l i c a l configuration i n the 
- 8 -
basal plane but along the c a x i s there are several spins p o i n t i n g i n 
one d i r e c t i o n f o l l o w e d by an equal number i n the opposite direction.. 
There i s tr a n s f o r m a t i o n t o a c o n i c a l arrangement below 20°K. The 
scheme i s i n agreement w i t h the s i n g l e c r y s t a l magnetization mea.sure-
ments of Green et al . ( 2U) and h i g h f i e l d measurements o f Flip p e n and. 
others (25-27). 
Thul-lum goes i n t o an o s c i l l a t o r y z component s t r u c t u r e s i m i l a r 
t o Erbium below 56°K and a f t e r going through a more complicated and 
as y e t unestablished s t r u c t u r e between i|0°K and. 25>°K f i n a l l y forms 
a quasi antiphase domain s t r u c t u r e w i t h a sequence of h spins up 
f o l l o w e d by 3 spins down. The magnetization data of Schieber 
et al„ ( 2 8 ) a t Uo2°K and llj .0 kG&uss f i e l d p o i n t s t o a decoupling 
of t h i s hT, 3^ s t r u c t u r e . 
The high f i e l d measurements draw a t t e n t i o n t o t h e l a r g e 
a n i s o t r o p y i n these elements and except i n the case o f Gd, magnetic 
f i e l d s o f up t o 150 kGauss are not l a r g e enough t o overcome the 
anisotropy. 
Various e l e c t r o n i c p r o p e r t i e s , e.,g. the t r a n s p o r t p r o p e r t i e s , 
s p e c i f i c heat e t c . , have been investigated, by several workers and 
comprehensive references are a v a i l a b l e i n the various review 
a r t i c l e s (29-3U) on the rare earths. Table 1.1 l i s t s some o f the 
important parameters f o r these elements. 
1.3. Magnetic I n t e r a c t i o n s i n Rare Ea.rths 
The magnetic o r d e r i n g i n r a r e earths i s due t o some str o n g 
i n t e r a c t i o n . Because of the lo c a l i z e d , nature of the kf e l e c t r o n s , 
an i n d i r e c t exchange mechanism has been postulated, f o r the r a r e 
earths. The idea was o r i g i n a l l y proposed by Zener (35) and sever a l 
- 9 -
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review a r t i c l e s deal w i t h the subject. Rudermann and K i t t e l (36) 
f i r s t used t h i s mechanism f o r i n t e r nuclear coupling and t h i s has 
been used f o r ions i n m e t a l l i c l a t t i c e s by Kasuya. (.3?) and Yosida (38) 
I t i s commonly known as RKKY i n t e r a c t i o n , The i o n i c spins a,re assumed 
t o cause p o l a r i z a t i o n i n the conduction e l e c t r o n s which i n t u r n 
i n t e r a c t w i t h other i o n i c spins. 
I n the RKKY i n t e r a c t i o n , the l±f spins of the r a r e e a r t h i o n set 
up a conduction e l e c t r o n spin p o l a r i z a t i o n and the p o l a r i z a t i o n 
couples w i t h the spins of the ions a t other s i t e s t o produce an 
e f f e c t i v e exchange„ Analysis of such a mechanism w i t h i n the molecu-
l a r f i e l d approximation and f r e e e l e c t r o n model leads t o a r e l a t i o n 
of the form (39) 
kO = CZ 2 ( g - 1 ) 2 J ( J + l ) z F(2k. r .) ( l . l ) 
o ~" f 0 J 
where 9 i s the paramagnetic Curie p o i n t , k i s the Boltzman's 
constant., C i s a constant of p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y , Z, the number o f con-
duction e l e c t r o n per atom, V, the atomic volume, E^, the Fermi, 
energy and k:f the Fermi wave vector and F(x.) i s of the form 
x Cos x - Sin x. The summation i s f o r atoms a t various distances 
7 
r Q j from the atom a t TQ« The r e l a t i o n s h i p i n v o l v e s the q u a n t i t y 
( g - l ) J ( J + 1 ) , which i s c a l l e d the de Gennes f u n c t i o n and i s 
p h y s i c a l l y the square of the p r o j e c t i o n of S on J. 
The RKKY model makes some ra.ther sweeping assumptions and i t 
i s r a t h e r f o r t u i t o u s t h a t the experimental observations f i t i n w i t h 
the model. The l i m i t a t i o n s ha.ve been discussed by va r i o u s authors 
(UO-Ui) and. refinements have been made, Nevertheless the simple 
model is a u s e f u l a i d bo an understanding of the o r d e r i n g processes 
IJ -
i n the rare earths, p a r t i c u l a r l y the heavy ones, 
1.-U. I n t r a Rare Earth A l l o y s 
The study of i n t r a r a r e earth a l l o y s as w e l l as a l l o y s of r a r e 
earths w i t h non magnetic d i l u e n t s , Y and Se, o f f e r s a. very wide 
scope because of the v a r i e t y i n p h y s i c a l p r o p e r t i e s . The m a j o r i t y o f 
the work on magnetic p r o p e r t i e s and magnetic s t r u c t u r e s i n these 
systems has been performed a t the Ames, Oak Ridge and I 0 B 0 M 0 
l a b o r a t o r i e s „ Experiments have been done on var i o u s p o l y c ' r y s t a l l i n e 
and s i n g l e c r y s t a l samples„ 
A considerable amount of data on i n t r a , r a r e e a r t h a l l o y s have 
been compiled and. presented by Pozcr^.r. and h i s co-workers (U2-I4.J4.) • 
These are b i n a r y systems amongst the heavy r a r e earths excluding 
Yb, which does not form a. continuous range of s o l u t i o n s . The 
magnetic or d e r i n g f o l l o w s the same broad p a t t e r n as i n the elements 
themselves. The Neel p o i n t s show a remarkable r e l a t i o n w i t h the 
- 2/ 
average de Gennes f u n c t i o n G. I t i s found t h a t T'N .T G 3 where 
G ^ £ c ± G± . . . ( 1 . 2 ) 
c^ being t h e concentration of the i t h component w i t h de Gennes 
f u n c t i o n G^  i s followed, by many a l l o y s as shewn i n r e f s . U2-hh-
2 
The / 3 r d power law, as t h i s r e l a t i o n i s commonly known, i s 
e m p i r i c a l i n o r i g i n . 
1,5. A l l o y s of Heavy Rare Earths w i t h Y t t r i u m and Scandium 
As mentioned before, Y and Se ha.ve s i m i l a r c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e 
and e l e c t r o n c o n f i g u r a t i o n t o the heavy r a r e earths but do not show 
magnetic o r d e r i n g , so the study of R--Y and R»Sc systems, where R i s 
a heavy r a r e earth i s o f i n t e r e s t i n the i n v e s t i g a t i o n of the 
- 12 
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ordering processes i n the heavy r a r e earths. 
D i l u t i o n of heavy r a r e earths by Y changes the magnetic i n t e r -
a c t i o n w i t h o u t much change i n the p h y s i c a l s i z e a.s the l a t t i c e 
parameter of Y i s very close t o t h a t of Gd„ Bulk magnetiza.tion(U5-.U7) 
and neutron d i f f r a c t i o n experiments (i;8) show t h a t d i l u t i o n w i t h Y 
s t a b i l i s e s the h e l i c a l s t r u c t u r e a t the expense o f the c o l l i n e a r 
- - 2 / 3 
s t r u c t u r e i n the R~Y a l l o y s . The T^ G r e l a t i o n s h i p i s obeyed 
and the i n i t i a l i n t e r l a y e r t u r n angle ( t h e t u r n angle between the 
la y e r s as the system goes i n t o the h e l i c a l arrangement) i s a. smooth 
f u n c t i o n of G as shown i n F i g . 1.3. An exajtiination of the data shows 
a. remarkable independence of the p r o p e r t i e s o f the a l l o y s from the 
p r o p e r t i e s of the r a r e e a r t h constituent,. The e x t r a p o l a t i o n of the 
a v a i l a b l e data p o i n t t o a ferromagnetic s t r u c t u r e r e s u l t i n g from a 
collapse of the h e l i c a l s t r u c t u r e around G = 11.5. For low G values 
the h e l i c a l s t r u c t u r e s t a b i l i s e s w i t h a l i m i t i n g i nter-layer t u r n angle 
- 50° . 
Nagasa.wa and Sugawara (i|.9) have r e p o r t e d s u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
measurements on d i l u t e a l l o y s of the Tb-Y system (low Tb concentration) 
and the c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e s of the a l l o y s i n the s e r i e s have been 
examined over a temperature range 77°K t o 330°K by F i n k e l e t ai.(3>0). 
Some high pressure work has been done on the Tb-Y system and. some 
other systems by McWhan e t al„(°7). 
Of the R-Sc a l l o y systems only Gd-Sc a l l o y s have been i n v e s t i g a -
t e d m a g n e t i c a l l y by Nigh et a l . ( f j l ) . Neutron d i f f r a c t i o n measure-
ments on Gd-Sc, Tb-Sc, Ho-Sc and Er-Sc a l l o y s have been ma.de a t 
Oak Ridge (5l,!?3). F i g . l . U ( i ) and l . U ( i i ) summarises the a v a i l a b l e 
data on the o r d e r i n g temperatures and t u r n angles as f u n c t i o n s of G 
and c o n c e n t r a t i o n f o r the d i f f e r e n t R-Sc a l l e y s . Sc has a smaller 
- lh -
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atomic siz e and the a l l o y s I n general behave d i f f e r e n t l y t o the R-Y 
alloyso Even f o r f a i r l y h i gh rare e a r t h c oncentrations, no f e r r o -
magnetic o r d e r i n g has been observed, The h e l i c a l antiferromagnetic 
phase grows a,t the expense of the ferromagnetic phase but the a l l o y s 
cease t o e x h i b i t the h e l i c a l s t r u c t u r e i f the rare e a r t h c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
f a l l s t o below a.bout 25% and no or d e r i n g i s observed, 
Wbllan (5Uj!?5) has discussed the e f f e c t o f a l l o y i n g the heavy 
r a r e earths w i t h scandium,, The smaller size of the scandium, he 
p o i n t s o u t , would have the same s o r t of e f f e c t as b r i n g i n g the rare-
e a r t h atoms c l o s e r by the a p p l i c a t i o n o f high pressure,- A q u a l i t a t i v e 
agreement has been obtained f o r the Gd-Sc alloys., 
A more d e t a i l e d i n v e s t i g a t i . c n of the magnetic- o r d e r i n g of 
Tb-Sc system i s the o b j e c t o f the present i n v e s t i g a t i o n , 
CHAPTER 2 
THEORETXCAI BACKGROUND 
2.1 o Basic PosT.ula.tes of Ferromagnetlsm 
The behaviour of a ferromagnetie ma.teri.al has been explained on 
the basis of the i n t e r a c t i o n o f elementary 1 atomic moments w i t h an 
i n t e r n a l magnetic f i e l d . The treatment i s amply covered i n most-
books on magnetism (56) and the important f e a t u r e ^ m&y be summarised 
i n the f o l l o w i n g way. 
Below a. c h a r a c t e r i s t i c temperature (TQ), known as the Curie 
Temperature (or p o i n t ) , a ferroma,gnet e x h i b i t s spontaneous 
ma.gnetiza.tion,. The temperature dependence of the spontaneous 
magnetization per gram mole of the substance i s obtained by the 
simultaneous s o l u t i o n of the equations * 
B (x) (2.1) 
2 2 2 
N N w g V J 
spontaneous magnetization a t temperature T, 
Ng J - spontaneous magneti.za.tion a t 
absolute zero 
B r i l l o u i n f u n c t i o n f o r t o t a l angular momentum J 
Boltzmann constant 
A vogad.rof s Numb er 
Weiss molecular f i e l d constant 
Lande g f a c t o r 
Bohr magneton 
Above the Curie temperature there i s no spontaneous magnetiza-
t i o n and the system behaves as a paramagnet obeying the Curie-Weiss 
r e l a t i o n s h i p a t temperatures higher than a few degrees above T_o 
The paramagnetic. Curie p o i n t , obtained, by the e x t r a p o l a t i o n of the 
M(T) 
Wo) 
and M(T) 
MTo) 
where M(T) 
M(0) 
E j ( x ) 
k 
N 
% 
g 
and M-g 
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l i n e a r r egion of the V x vs T plot- t o V x 0, i s d i f f e r e n t from T^, 
The c l a s s i c a l molecular f i e l d theory explains the experiments! 
observations w i t h reasonable c l a r i t y , I t does not, however, provide 
any i n s i g h t i n t o t h e o r i g i n of the i n t e r n a l magnetic f i e l d also known 
as the Weiss molecular f i e l d , The i n t e r n a l f i e l d was shown by 
Heisenberg (5?) t o be the r e s u l t o i a quantum mechanical exchange 
i n t e r a c t i o n . I n the Heisenberg formalism, t h e i n t e r a c t i o n between 
two atoms of spins S i and. Sj can be described, by a Hamiltonian 
given by 
• "A. . S i . Sj ... i.2.V. 
For a s o l i d w i t h nearest neighbour exchange onl y , the Hamiltonian i s 
'TH - -235 J Si . SJ ..... (2,U) 
and the summs.ti.on i s over the nearest, neighbour's of the i atom, 
For a c r v s t a l w i t h i s o t r o p i c i n t e r a c t i o n s , the expression has t o be 
summed up over a l l atoms and. y i e l d s 
^ = - 2$ I Si , So .... (2 . 5 ) 
I n p r i n c i p l e , the s o l u t i o n of such a. Karailt-oman should l e a d t o 
the explanation of ferromagnetism. A general s o l u t i o n has not been 
obtained, but there are s p e c i a l cases where a n a l y s i s has been made, 
The l o c a l i z e d moment assumption leading t o the Heisenberg 
formalism I s not v a l i d i n the case of metals and a l l o y s which are 
ferromagnetic. Very important r e s u l r s ha^e teen obtained on the 
basis o f band theory. The approach c f Zener (35) and t h e consequent, 
extension t o RKKY interact:.cn (3c-3&,-.. wr.^ch i* = reen discussed 
b r i e f l y i n the previous chapter has been u=ei t c c l a r i f y the rare 
earth magnetism. 
- 19 
2*2, Basic Postulates of Antiferromagnetism 
I t i s also r e l e v a n t t o discuss b r i e f l y the phenomenon of 
antiferromagnetism„ I f the exchange i n t e g r a l ^ i n the Heisenberg 
f o r m u l a t i o n i s negative, the spins w i l l l i n e up a n t i p a r a l l e l i n the 
ground s t a t e . An antiferromagnet can be c l a s s i c a l l y considered t o 
be made up of two s u b l a t t i c e s and the a p p l i c a t i o n o f the molecular 
f i e l d theory leads t o the f o l l o w i n g conclusions- Above a character-
i s t i c temperature c a l l e d the Neel temperature ( ) , t he s u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
i s r e l a t e d to the temperature by 
X = y t q (2 .6) 
where 0 i s the paramagnetic Curae p o i n t . Below T^, both sub-
l a t t i c e s posseses a spontaneous magneilaiitior: of equal iriagrd.tude* 
I n the absence of any a p p l i e d magnetic f i e l d , the s u b l a t t i c e 
magnetizations are a n t i p a r a l l e l . , The magnetic f i e l d , i n general, 
w i l l make an a r b i t r a r y angle w i t h the sp i n a x i s . I t i s simpler t o 
consider a s i n g l e c r y s t a l t o examine the behaviour below 1^,. When 
the magnetic f i e l d i s p a r a l l e l t o the spin a x i s , the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
(>i.) i s zero a t 0°K and increases t o i t s value a t 7„ w i t h inereas-
i n g temperature. For the magnetic f i e l d a p p l i e d perpendicular t o 
the s pin a x i s , the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y \\' \ i s constant below T^, For 
a p o l y c r y s t a i l i n e specimen the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y 
3£ = J X,c •«• V3 X L . c . . . (2.7) 
2.3- H e l i c a l Spin Systems 
The i n i t i a l attempt to e x p l a i n -the behaviour c f Dysprosium was 
made by L i u e t al . ( 5 8 ) on the basis c f s u b l & t t i c e magnetizations. 
The neutron d i f f r a c t i o n experiments of Koenler et a l . ( 1 0 ) , however, 
- 20 -
established the h e l i c a l s pin s t r u c t u r e between T„ and T 0 f o r 
N C 
Dysprosium, This was proposed by Ens; (l?9) , who considered a l o n g -
range i n t e r a c t i o n covering more than one l a y e r and c o n t a i n i n g both 
p o s i t i v e and negative components., The e q u i l i b r i u m between these 
i n t e r a c t i o n s sta.bilisesthe h e l i c a l , s t r u c t u r e . 
The h e l i c a l s pin s t r u c t u r e was f i r s t p o s t u l a t e d f o r Mn02 by 
Yoshimori (60) and was observed i n MnAu^ by Herpin e t a l . ( 6 l ) . The 
behaviour of a h e l i c a l s pin system i n a. magnetic f i e l d and the 
e f f e c t of a n i s o t r o p y energy w i t h s p e c i a l reference t o the heavy 
r a r e earths was discussed by Miwa e t al , ( 6 2 ) . Nagamiya (6.3) has 
r e c e n t l y published a. review a r t i c l e on the behaviour o f h e l i c a l 
s p i n systems„ 
The existence of the screw s p i n system i n Tb, Dy and Ho and 
various r a r e e a r t h a l l o y s has been r e p o r t e d i n great d e t a i l . The 
spins i n the basal plane o f the h,c„p<, s t r u c t u r e order 
f erromagnetically,. The spins i n the next l a y e r , though p a r a l l e l t o 
one another, are a t an angle t o the preceding l a y e r and t h i s i s 
repeated. The i n t e r l a y e r t u r n angle (o) can be experimentally 
determined by neutron d i f f r a c t i o n experiments- The simplest 
experiment i s t o observe the d i f f r a c t i o n p a t t e r n f o r a. p o l y -
c r y s t a l l i n e sample. Above T^, the p a t t e r n can be indexed on the 
basis of the various hk2. r e f l e c t i o n s compatible w i t h t h e h.c.p. 
s t r u c t u r e and t h e l a t t i c e spacings. Below T^, magnetic s a t e l l i t e s 
appear i n the d i f f r a c t i o n p a t t e r n s . A p a t t e r n t y p i c a l of the screw 
i . 
or h e l i c a l s p i n s t r u c t u r e shows a s a t e l l i t e 000' about the 
unscattered d i r e c t i o n ( o r i g i n ) and also s a t e l l i t e s 00A™ about the 
OOi l i n e s which are displaced from 00fc by the same amount as the 
- 21 -
displacement of 000' from the o r i g i n , hkv. - s a t e l l i t e s are also 
. i . . .1. 
present. Prom the spacings of the 000 and OOfc- s a t e l l i t e s , the 
i n t e r l a y e r t u r n angle can be c a l c u l a t e d , The temperature v a r i a t i o n 
of 0 can be s t u d i e d by observing the p o s i t i o n s of the s a t e l l i t e s as 
a f u n c t i o n of temperature. 
The Heisenberg exchange energy covering the nearest and the next 
nearest neighbours exchange i n the case of a h e l i c a l spi.n s t r u c t u r e 
w i t h t u r n angle 0 may be w r i t t e n as 
E e x = " M a 2 ''jo + i t C o S @ 2 C o S 2 9 ^ ^ 2' 8^ 
where ^ q i s the exchange constant between the spins i n a l a y e r 
^ ^ i s the exchange constant between two adjacent planes and 
| j i s the exchange constant f o r a l t e r n a t e planes and M;s i s 
the spontaneous magnetization. For the s t a b i l i t y of such a system 
the c o n d i t i o n 
- 0 . . . . . ( 2 . 9 ) 
has t o be s a t i s f i e d . This c o n d i t i o n leads t o the r e l a t i o n 
i 
cos 9 = - - p a — (2.10) 
From t h i s r e l a t i o n i t f o l l o w s t h a t the h e l i c a l s t r u c t u r e i s s t a b l e 
o n l y when ^ and ^ a r e opposite i n nature and also when 
< h J 2 ^ 1 ^ ^^2 ' t h e i n t e r a c ' t i o n 
between the a l t e r n a t e planes i s not strong enough t o support the 
h e l i x ' and the system collapses to a normal ferromagnet as i s a. 
ferromagnetic exchange constant while - s a n a n t i f e r r o m a g n e t i c 
exchange constant. 
- 22 
2.h• E f f e c t of a Magnetic F i e l d on a H e l i c a l Spin System 
For an ensemble, as described above, the a p p l i c a t i o n of a. 
magnetic f i e l d i n the basal plane makes the energy take a value E 
given by the equation 
Eex. ' - V " ( ^ o + k C o s 9 4 i C o s 2 9 ) 
- M H L cos 9 (2.11) s 
When the magnetic f i e l d H reaches a c r i t i c a l v a l u e , i t i s 
e n e r g e t i c a l l y favourable f o r the system t o collapse t o a 
ferromagnetic s t a t e . This i s manifested as a. l a r g e increa.se i n the 
magnetization at a c e r t a i n value of the magnetic f i e l d . Herpin 
et a l . ( 6 l ) showed t h a t the c r i t i c a l f i e l d H i s given by 
H = - 7.76 M % _ Sin 1 4 Q/2. (2.12) cr s & £ 
This r e l a t i o n together w i t h (2,10) provides a means f o r e s t i m a t i n g 
^ ^ and ^  2' Belov e t a l . ( 2 9 ) have discussed t h i s i n d e t a i l f o r 
Dy and Ho. 
2 . 5 . Anisotropy i n Rare Earth Metals and Al l o y s 
I n our discussion so f a r the a n i s o t r c p y and m a g n e t o s t r i e t i v e 
energy terms, which are important i n case of r a r e e a r t h metals 
and a l l o y s , have not been included, E l l i o t ( 6 U ) has made the 
importance of c r y s t a l f i e l d e f f e c t s and associated magneto-
c r y s t a l l i n e anisotropy c l e a r . The e l e c t r o s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l i n a 
hexagonal c r y s t a l i s of the form 
V = v° a Y° ( J ) + V° fi Y°h (J) + V° T Y° ( J ) + V ^ ( J ) 
(2.13) 
where V^ m are constants dependent on the s t r u c t u r e , 
a, p, Y are numerical constants 
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and Y (J) are the operator equivalents for- the s p h e r i c a l 
harmonics f o r the t o t a l angular momentum J u 
This i n t e r a c t i o n leads t o a l a r g e a x i a l and a smaller planar 
a n i s o t r o p y and. the anisotropy energy has the form 
W = K x S i n 2 fi + K 2 S i n U 0 + K.? S i n 6 0 •+ S i n 6 0C-os &D 
. . . . . . (2.1U) 
where K n"s are constants and i n general functions of magnetic f i e l d 
and temperature, 0 and iji d e f i n e the d i r e c t i o n of magnetization 
r e l a t i v e t o the c-axis a.nd a axis r e s p e c t i v e l y . Experimental 
determinations of the an i s o t r o p y constants f o r some heavy r a r e 
earths have been made (65-67). 
2.6= M a g n e t o s t r i c t i o n i n Hexagonal C r y s t a l s 
The expression f o r the m a g n e t o s t r i c t i o n i n a. hexagonal c r y s t a l 
was derived phenomenologieally by Mason (68), Callen and Callen 
(69-70) formulated a theory of m a g n e t o s t r i c t i o n a r i s i n g from 
s i n g l e - i o n c r y s t a l f i e l d e f f e c t s i n cubic c r y s t a l s and extended i t 
t o i n c l u d e two i o n i n t e r a c t i o n s and c r y s t a l s of a r b i t r a r y symmetry,, 
They s t a r t e d from a Hamiltonian ^  f o r a system as 
°% ' * ^ * . • * „ e • < 2- l 5> 
where %j i s the Hamiltonian c o n s i s t i n g of i s o t r o p i c exchange and 
the Zeeman i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h an e x t e r n a l f i e l d , 3| i s the e l a s t i c 
e 
energy associated w i t h homogeneous s t r a i n components, ^/ m g i s the 
magnetoelastic i n t e r a c t i o n , and %l . i s the magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy.- The d e t a i l s of the analysis are avoided but the p o i n t s 
important t c t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n r e t a i n e d . 
The jt/ and. U terms are t r e a t e d as p e r t u r b a t i o n s on the me a 
- d.i 
unperturbed terra and (which i s cf the form -| Cs^) i s 
treated as an additive term, Clark et. al.-(7"-) have used the Oailen 
and Calien formalism f o r dysprosium and using t h e i r symbols, the 
magnetoelastic interaction Hamiltcnian can be written down as 
i ( 1 1 B. K J' I e y->$ I j c / ' * (S_) 
me i ^ J % J i i 
P-JJ £>i f,g 
(2.16) 
I n t h i s expression E.^'* and D^'* are one-ion and two-ion 
•3 3 
tempera.ture independent coupling constants, C^ '^^  are 
( I • 2, u £ irreducible strains, K. ' (S f) snd 1 - > (S^ .,S ) are spin 
functions (one-ion and two-ion) as described i n ref * 71= For 
hexagonal symmetry the symmetry st-rains £re .related to the Cartesian 
strains t y 
a, i 
xx yy zz 
a, i j . a, I 
zz 3 
Y 
1 ^ xx. yy' 
e T - e 
2 xy 
e,E - & and & = e ,... (2.17) 1 yz z. zz 
The expression for magnetostriction i s obtained by minimizing the 
free energy w,r,t. the strains and i-.rs.nformi.ng the hexagonal strains 
to Cartesians strains and i s given by 
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S e . . B, p. 
* a'° f p - 2 + p 2 ) +X a,o p 2 + A_o,2 , 2 2 ) ( 2 _ 1 } 1 '1 x *y ' 2 *z l 'x r y z 3' 
X a,2 Q 2 , 2 lv i 1,2 / U o 2 0 2w 2 2v 
2 *z z j 1 c.2 •'x *y / v x y 
+ 2 p p a a + 2 X e ' 2 (p a B a ) B ir ... (2.18) r x r y x y J x r x x ry y r z z 
where a x > a v a n ( i a z the dir e c t i o n cosines of the magnetization 
and P ,P and B are the direc t i o n cosines f o r the d i r e c t i o n of rx* ry 
measuremento The coeff i c i e n t s i n (2,18) are e x p l i c i t l y given by 
V° = s ^ ^ i a j 0 ( f > g ) - * *2a,° (f'g0 < S f S g > , 
f»g : 
X2a,o = z f j S ^ C f . g ) + D 2 a ' 0 ( f , g r j <3f.Sg> , 
+ E | i V> 2(f,g) - * D 2 a ^ 2 ( f , g ) J 
f*g 
X < s ^ s g - i S f . s g > f 
• sC | D ^ 2 ( F F G ) . 5 2 ^ 2 ( f . g f r r f s j s & - i S S > g 3 W ' 
*Yg 
x Y> 2 = I T ' 2 < ( ^ ) 2 - i s ( s + i ; > + z 5 Y ' 2 ( f , g ) < s ^ s ? g - is f.s g>, 
x
e' 2 = 5 e'2<({£ ) 2 ! - ls(S4l)> + E De'2(f,g)<s£ S g ? - isf.S,g> 
f J g 
These expressions contain B and D terms which are the E and D 
terms discussed before with symmetry el a s t i c constants absorbed i n t o 
them. The symmetry elastic constants are defined by 
°i a = \ ( 2 C 1 1 + 2 c l 2 + h e13 + C 3 3 ) 
c 2 a - * (°u + c i 2 ; ^ i J + 2*33< 
5 a = i f „ , _ e .4. c + c ) 12 3 " 11 12 ' 13 33 ; 
QT = 2 ^ c n ~ c i 2 ^ 3 1 1 ( 1 c'£ " (2.20) 
r e l a t i v e to the Cartesian constants.. The equilibrium energy of 
magnetostriction can be worked, out from the equilibrium strains and 
leads to the value ( r e f . 33) 
Ems - " I C Y ( X Y > 2 ) 2 '-...(2.21) 
J , 2 Experimental evidence i n dysprosium has shown, that the \ 
co e f f i c i e n t f i t s single-ion behaviour indicating either D,'^<<B',! 
or the one-ion and. two-ion dependences very similar. Single-ion 
Y 2 
theory predicts a temperature dependence of >. ' according to 
x Y > 2 ( T ) . ^ M i ^ t O ] 
Y 2 
where A ' (0) i s the value at T = 0 and 
y\ 
% / 2 U ) = T 5 / 2 ( X ) «... (2.22) 
2 
I n ( X ) being the hyperbolic Bessel function of order n. £j^~(a ) 
i s the inverse Langevin function of" the x-educed magnetization at 
any temperature T. The values of these special functions can be 
obtained from. cThe Handbook of Mathematical. Functions' (72) 
An extension of the changes xn energies of a system from the h e l i c a l 
the ferromagnetic structure as outlined i n eqns. 2-11 and 2.12 along 
the phenom.eno.logical ideas of E l l i o t (6y.) allows one to w r i t e down an 
equality of the form. 
E. = E F f E f2 23} T i e l i c a l ferromagnetic " ms ' anisotropy " * 
f o r the t r a n s i t i o n . I t i s possible to estimate the difference of 
energy E„ ~ E, ,, .. by w r i t i n g the d i f f e r e n t components ° ferromagnetic nelxcai b r 
out e x p l i c i t l y . Feron et al.(67)have discussed t h i s i n d e t a i l and 
the temperature v a r i a t i o n of t h i s difference, which has been called 
the 'driving energy' by Cooper(33)can be investigated. Cooper's 
estimates f o r t h i s 'driving energy 5 shows remarkable correlations 
with the magnetostrictive energy and the analysis of Feron et al„(6?) 
also shows good agreement. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
3.1 Description of the Single Crystals of Terbium-Scandium Alloy 
The single crystals of Terbium-Scandium alloys used i n t h i s study 
were produced by Metals Research Ltd. The s t a r r i n g materials i n the 
case of a l l the alloys were Terbium and Scandium of best available 
p u r i t y . 2N8 Terbium and 3N5 Scandium were obtained from 
Rare Earth Products Ltd. T r i a l s with-materials of less p u r i t y did 
not produce grain growth i n alloys. The alloys of d i f f e r e n t 
compositions were prepared by cold crucible casting under high p u r i t y 
Argon atmosphere using water cooled copper boats. 
Zone melting techniques using induction heating d i d not 
produce any large grains. For each a l l o y , the castings i n the form 
of rods were annealed at about 1300°C and grains of useful size were 
obtained. Single c r y s t a l discs were cut from these ingots by spark 
machining. Single crystals of the following specifications and 
detail s were obtained!-
TABLE 3.1 
"Nominal Composition Disc orientation Diameter Thickness Plane of disc contains mm mm 
Tb Q ^ Sc Q 1 basal plane l i . 97+0.0$ 1.16+0.02 
band c axes 5.10+0.05 0.91+0'.02 
Tb Q g Sc Q basal plane 5.2U+0.0£ 0.6U+0.02 
a and c axes £.23+0.05 1.18+0.03 
Tb Q ^ Sc Q basal plane 5.15+0.0!? 1.03+0.02 
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The offcuts from the ingots were used f o r the determination of 
exact composition, l a t t i c e parameter measurements and density 
determination, 
3.1(b) Preparation of Polycrystalline Specimens 
The p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e materials used i n t h i s study were prepared 
by arc melting appropriate quantities of Terbium and Scandium obtained 
from Koch-light Laboratories i n an atmosphere of pure argon using.a 
non-consumable Tungsten electrode. The alloys were remelted several 
times to ensure homogeneity™ Loss of weight during preparation was 
negligible i n d i c a t i n g that the composition of the alloys obtained 
were very near to the desired, value. The arc melted buttons were 
annealed f o r a. period, of 7 days at 7Q0ac under a. vacuum of about 
10 H,orr., 
3•2 X-ray Examination 
The single crystals were f i r s t examined, f o r t h e i r q u a l i t y and. 
orientation by standard, back r e f l e c t i o n Laue photographs. The 
back r e f l e c t i o n photographs show a, spread i n the observed spots 
indicating a spread due to deviations from the ideal structure. 
This coupled, with the departure from the orientations l i s t e d i n 
Table 3-1 amounts to a +1° to +2° deviation from those mentioned 
i n the Table. 
The surfaces f o r X-ray examination were prepared i n the 
following manner. After polishing with f i n e grade emery paper 
( i t / 0 ) , an etching solution containing %Q%concentrated N i t r i c Acid 
and $0% g l a c i a l Acetic Acid wa.s used..- The etching solution was 
removed by washing the discs i n water free Acetone, To examine 
the surface under a microscope a chemical etching technique due 
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to Roman (73) was used. A solution containing 
20ml Lactic Acid 
5ml Phosphoric Acid 
10ml Acetic Acid 
lml Sulphuric Acid 
and 1.5ml N i t r i c Acid 
was used to etch the surface af t e r polishing with emery paper and 
diamond, paste, The etching solution was applied with a swab f o r 
about 10 seconds and the specimen washed with Ethyl Alcohol. The 
surfaces, thus prepared, were found to contain very small quantites 
of a second phase as inclusions most l i k e l y to be oxides. 
The single c r y s t a l discs had. to be oriented i n various directions 
f o r the measurement of d i r e c t i o n a l properties. They were mounted on 
a goniometer head i n a Philips X-ray set* A special attachment was 
used to f a c i l i t a t e the removal of the discs from the gonimeter to the 
cryostat preserving the information about the directions. The single 
c r y s t a l disc was stuck onto a specimen holder with "Durofix" 
adhesive. The specimen holder had a tapped, hole and. could be 
screwed on to a c y l i n d r i c a l brass tube w i t h a thread to take the 
specimen holder, A brass block attachment was used to hold the 
c y l i n d r i c a l brass tube i n position on the goniometer head. The 
alignment of the brass block was checked by replacing the 
c y l i n d r i c a l tube by another one of the same diameter with,a hole 
running down the axis. When aligned properly the pencil of 
X-radiation went through the hole and the disc face was perpendicular 
to the direction of the pencil* 
.Back r e f l e c t i o n photographs were used i n the usual way to 
determine the orientation. The specimen holder was aligned so that 
one of the major axes i n the disc was p a r a l l e l to the base of the 
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goniometer. I n t h i s part of the investigation i t was found that 
stereographic projection f o r various directions of the incident 
beam was necessary. As detailed information was not available i n 
any publication a simple computer programme was used to calculate 
the various interplanar angles i n the hexagonal close packed 
c/ 
(h.c.p.) structure f o r an appropriate a r a t i o . These angles were 
used to p l o t steographic projections and the Lane patterns were 
analysed by the usual techniques and the c r y s t a l axes i d e n t i f i e d . 
Koepke and Scott(7k) have published a report on the preparation of 
stereographic projections f o r h.c.p. structure. Appendix 1 shows 
stereographs obtained f o r the basal plane, ac and be h.c.p. crystals 
fo r c/a = 1.58. 
3.3. Determinations of Composition of Alloys 
The offcuts from the single crystals produced by 
Metals Research Ltd., were used to establish the composition of the 
alloys accurately. The nominal compositions were known and several 
techniques were t r i e d to obtain a better estimate. 
An X-ray fluorescence spectrometer i n the Geology Department 
of Durham University was used to compare the i n t e n s i t i e s of the 
characteristic emission l i n e s i n the alloys with the i n t e n s i t i e s i n 
pure Terbium. The technique was not very successful i n 
establishing the composition to the desired accuracy but was useful 
i n checking the homogeneity of the specimen and the presence of 
impurities. The emission from a piece of a l l o y was checked as i t 
was scanned along the surface. The count rate was reasonably 
uniform indicating a good homogeneity. The possible existence of 
impurities such as other rare earths and crucible material was 
investigated. No evidence of any crucible material was found 
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even .at the most sensitive setting of the instrument. 
The method, however, was not capable of estimating the 
compositions accurately enough f o r the following reasons. The peaks 
from, the Terbium emission were asymmetric. The probable cause was 
a non-uniform background and possible presence of very small 
quantities of other rare earths with peaks very near the Terbium 
peaks. Also,-the correction factors f o r shielding effects are"not 
precisely known. The estimate of composition was only certain to 
+0.5% i n the a l l o y . 
A better estimate of the composition was obtained using atomic 
absorption analysis f a c i l i t i e s at International Research and 
Development laboratories i n Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The absorption 
spectra from solutions prepared by dissolving known amounts of the 
alloys were compared with standard specimens, and the scandium 
content established. Spectrographic examinations revealed the 
presence of i r o n i n small quantities. This was proba.bly added 
during specimen preparation. The scandium content could be 
established to +0,1% and Terbium was supposed to make up the rest. 
No estimate of the oxygen and other gaseous impurities could be 
obtained and as such cannot be quoted. I t i s probably correct to 
assume that the impurity l e v e l was the same as i n the parent 
materials. 
3.U- Lattice Parameter Measurements 
The offcuts from ingots from which the single crystals were 
cut and f i l i n g s from the arc melted buttons were used to measure 
room temperature l a t t i c e parameters. The f i l i n g was done i n an 
argon atmosphere i n a glove box to minimise the effect of 
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oxidation. Standard Debye-Scherrer powder d i f f r a c t i o n methods were 
used with CoK and CrK ira.diation, a a 
The l a t t i c e parameters were obtained by indexing the d i f f r a c t i o n 
pattern with the help of a Bunn chart and then applying the 
procedure of Cohen(7!?) to treat systematic errors and obtain the 
'a' and 'c' parameters. 
3.5. Density Determination 
The density determination was done by simple hydrostatic method. 
The density of the specimen was determined by measuring i t s loss of 
weight i n monobromobenzene. The l i q u i d chosen was obtainable i n 
water free condition and did not have any chemical reaction with 
the alloys. Knowing the density of monobromobenzene, the density 
of the alloys w.r.t. water were calculated. 
3.6. Thermal Expansion and Magnetostriction Measurements 
(a) Choice of Strain Gauge 
Thermal expansion and magnetostriction were measured using 
s t r a i n gauge techniques. The choice of the gauge used was 
governed by the physical consideration of the size of the specimens, 
the temperature range of operation, the s u i t a b i l i t y of adhesives and. 
the effe c t of magnetic f i e l d . I n i t i a l , tests were ma.de using Budd 
f o i l gauges and the recommended two component adhesive. The 
adhesive was found to be prone to breakdown with temperature cycling 
and the gauges did not give reproducible results. This was most 
l i k e l y due to the v a r i a t i o n i n the q u a l i t y of bonding at d i f f e r e n t 
temperatures. 
Tests were ma.de with Kyowa st r a i n ga.uges with the compatible 
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two-component epoxy adhesive. The KF-1-C3 gauge with EP-18 
adhesive was used i n the preliminary' studies and produced s a t i s -
factory results. These s t r a i n gauges were of f o i l type of 1mm 
active length, 120 ohms nominal resistance and of gauge factor 
approximately 2. The gauge ba.cking was trimmed to a size suitable 
f o r sticking on a U.5>mm diameter disc. This did. not produce any 
deterioration i n performance of these gauges. 
(b) Fixing of Gauges 
The discs were aligned, as discussed before, and the goniometer 
assembly was then transferred, under a t r a v e l l i n g microscope. The 
cross-wires of the. microscope were aligned, so as to be i n the 
directions of the p r i n c i p a l axes of the disc. The goniometer was 
held i n a f i x e d position under the microscope by a. stand and 
clamp arrangement. The surface of the specimen was cleaned with 
trichloroethylene and the adhesive applied. The gauge was positioned 
on the surface i n the desired orientation. The markings on the 
gauge backing showing the di r e c t i o n of the g r i d were aligned w.r.t. 
the cross wires of the microscope. The adhesive was cured at 
room temperature (~20°C) f o r 2U hrs. while the gauge was held 
under pressure. A pressure of 10 p., s . i . was applied by putting 
weights on the gauge. 
(c) Alignment-of Gauges 
The smallness of the gauge, the need, to transfer the 
goniometer from the X-ray set to under the microscope 
and the fa c t that the width of the grids and the two markings on the 
gauge were almost of the sajtie size as the cross wires on the 
microscope reduced the accuracy of the orient a t i o n of the gauges 
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r e l a t i v e to the axes of the crystals. A combination of a l l the 
l i m i t a t i o n s involved w i l l put a reasonable estimate of the error 
i n the gauge orientation and the c r y s t a l axes i n the +3-U degrees 
range. 
(d) Comparator Gauge 
The gauge resistance and the insulation to the specimen were 
checked before transferring the disc i n t o the ciyostat f o r measure-
ments. A fused s i l i c a disc was used to mount another s t r a i n gauge 
to be used as a comparator gauge. Fused s i l i c a was chosen as the 
material to support t h i s gauge, also known as a 'dummy gauge1, 
because i t has a very small thermal expansion co e f f i c i e n t and a 
comparison of the gauge stuck, on any material with the dummy gauge 
should reveal the behaviour of the material under examinations. 
(e) Calibration of Gauges 
The reistance of a s t r a i n gauge changes when i t expands or 
contracts and i f R and L denote the resistance and length and 
R and L, the change i n R and L, the r a t i o 
AR/R 
- n ^ = K ^ 
i s called the 'gauge factor'. For most of the gauges i n common 
use K has a value around 2. As calculated by Biezmasz and Hockstra 
(76) i t can be shown that 
K = 2 + (C - 1)(1 - 2a ) (3.2) 
where C i s a constant independent of the elasti c s t r a i n and o i s 
the Poisson's r a t i o f o r the gauge material. The second part of . 
the expression provides the deviation from the value of 2. 
The gauge factor K varies with temperature. The va r i a t i o n 
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can be experimentally investigated using an apparatus devised by 
McClintock|%].Several investigators have looked i n t o the temperature 
v a r i a t i o n of K f o r d i f f e r e n t gauges. The results show that- the 
gauge factor i s capable of a change from a few per cent to $0% of 
i t s room temperature value i n a temperature range of about 300 degrees. 
The KF-1-C3 gauges were tested using an arrangement similar to that 
of MeClintoek to check the temperature v a r i a t i o n of K. The value of 
K at 77°K i n some of these gauges varied by up to 5% of i t s room 
temperature value i n some cases. A majority of the gauges, however, 
showed a v a r i a t i o n at 77°K of about 2>% of t h e i r room temperature 
value. The testing being destructive, i t was not possible to 
determine t h i s v a r i a t i o n i n the gauges used f o r the actual 
experiments. 
To check the accuracy of the value of ^/L measured with a gauge 
i n the experiments, measurements were made on copper. A copper disc 
cut from 5N pure material was used and the values of ^ / L between 
77°K and 300°K were compared with those of Nix and McNair (77). I t 
was found that the strains obtained, from the gauges were lower than 
the values of Nix and McNair by k% to %%. This difference 
(average of about 6%) was due to the combination of the ef f e c t due 
to the temperature v a r i a t i o n of K and the ef f e c t of the layer of 
adhesive between the specimen and the gauge. The layer of 
adhesive does not transmit the true s t r a i n to the gauge because 
of i t s f i n i t e thickness and appreciable e l a s t i c i t y . 
The specimen i n i t s mount and the dummy gauge on fused s i l i c a 
were f i x e d i n close proximity to one another inside the same 
enclosure. This placed both the gauges i n very similar environment 
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and the difference i n behaviour between the two gauges should r e s u l t 
from the a l l o y under investigation. To v e r i f y t h i s assumption an 
arrangement where the gauge on the specimen i s replaced by a gauge 
on a fused s i l i c a disc was used. The d i f f e r e n t i a l thermal s t r a i n 
was measured between 77°K and 300°K and was found to be 2 orders 
of magnitude smaller than the strains due to the specimens under 
investigation. The effect of magnetic f i e l d on the gauges -was.; 
also investigated. Between 200°K and 300°K, the effect i s very 
small but increases at lower temperatures. At 77°K, the transverse 
magnetostrain due to the pair of gauges was found to be „10~^ while 
the l o n g i t u d i n a l s t r a i n was N$ x 10 
( f ) Cryostat and Electromagnet 
The specimen with i t s attached gauge and the dummy gauge on 
fused s i l i c a were f i x e d inside an enclosure as shown i n Fig. 3.1. 
The whole assembly was attached to a r i g i d head wi t h arrangement 
fo r suspending the dewars. The specimen chamber could be evacuated 
and f i l l e d w i t h Helium gas f o r heat exchange. The inner space was 
then evacuated to any desired pressure up to the l i m i t of the 
rotary pump. The evacuation provided control on the rate of warm-
ing up. Under rotary pump vacuum (JD.1 mm of Hg) the i n i t i a l warm-
ing up rate was 3°K min and the time taken to cover from 77°K to 
room temperature was about U hrs. 
The temperature of the specimen was measured by a copper-
constantan thermocouple. One junction of the thermocouple was 
soldered onto the brass specimen holder and was i n good thermal 
contact with i t . I t was about 2mm. away from the specimen. The 
reference junction was held at l i q u i d Nitrogen temperature. The 
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thermo-e.m.f. was measured, with a Pye portable potentiometer i n 
conjunction with an external Scalamp galvanometer. The thermocouple, 
constructed from "high conductivity" copper and "thermocouple" 
constantan, gave the same e.m.f. at d i f f e r e n t f i x e d points as i n the 
B r i t i s h Standard Tables. Between l i q u i d Nitrogen and the room, 
temperature, the temperature of the specimen could be determined 
w i t h i n +jr°, 
Some measurements were also made between 77°K and U.2°K. The 
l i q u i d Helium temperature was attained by standard double dewar 
techniques. I n t h i s case, of course, the accuracy of the temperature 
determination was lower. This thermocouple has very low thermo-
power near l i q u i d Helium temperature and as such the temperature 
measurement was accurate to w i t h i n about 3°K. The gauge behaviour 
was also e r r a t i c at low temperatures, p a r t i c u l a r l y below about 30°K. 
The magnetic f i e l d f o r magnetostriction measurement was 
provided by an electromagnet. This has been described i n d e t a i l 
by Roe (78). The electromagnet was made up of two c o i l s i n 
series. Each of the c o i l cases had resin insulated copper s t r i p 
wound about a 10cm diameter soft i r o n core i n 3U layers, w i t h 
17 turns per layer. Tufnol spacers provided space f o r cooling 
water flow between the layers. The soft i r o n cores acted as pole 
pieces and the separation was U.8Ucm. The soft i r o n cores, were 
mounted on a base which could be rotated about the' axis of the 
magnet and. the whole assembly was on a r a i l and could be moved i n 
and out of i t s location. The magnet was cooled by d i s t i l l e d 
water circul a t e d by a pump. This was a closed system, the d i s t i l l e d 
water being cooled by passing i t through a multiple tube heat 
exchanger with continuously flowing mains water. The magnet had 
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a re s i s t a n c e of j u s t over i n and the c u r r e n t was su p p l i e d by a 
50kW, 200 amps D„C, supply. The r i p p l e i n the v o l t a g e output d i d 
not have any serious e f f e c t on the measurement. 
The space' a v a i l a b l e between the pole pieces was not enough t o 
/ o accommodate a double dewar system f o r work below 77 K, so a l l the 
ma g n e t o s t r i c t i o n measurements were l i m i t e d t o l i q u i d N itrogen 
temperature and above. The magnetic f i e l d as a f u n c t i o n o f the 
cur r e n t was measured w i t h a H a l l probe. I t was found t o be u n i -
3 
form w i t h i n over a volume o f about 3 cm < and t h i s was 
s u f f i c i e n t f o r the requirements of the experiment. 
The specimen was centred i n the magnetic f i e l d by using a 
cathetometer. The magnet could be r o t a t e d through 360° and 
alignment i n two perpendicular d i r e c t i o n s as w e l l as adjustment 
of h e i g h t placed the specimen i n the middle of the f i e l d . 
The deformation of the specimen ( i . e . the s t r a i n ^ / L ) was 
AR 
measured by measuring /R f o r the s t r a i n gauge. This v a r i a t i o n 
i n r e s i s t a n c e can be measured by using e i t h e r an a.c. or a d.c. 
arrangement. I n view o f the f a c t t h a t the specimen was magnetic 
i n c e r t a i n circumstances, the d.c. method was p r e f e r r e d . The 
two s t r a i n gauges ( a c t i v e and passive) made up two arms . of 
a Wheatstone bridge network. The e l e c t r i c a l leads from the 
gauges were brought out o f the c r y o s t a t using conventional 
vacuum l e a d throughs* Two wire-wound r e s i s t o r s of 120fi made 
up the r a t i o armg of the b r i d g e , A 1,2!) s l i d i n g r e s i s t o r 
was used between the 120fi r e s i s t o r s t o provide f o r matching 
s l i g h t d i f f e r e n c e i n the resi s t a n c e s of d i f f e r e n t gauges. Two 
lOOkn h e l i p o t s were used i n p a r a l l e l w i t h the gauges. At 
- hi -
room temperature the h e l i p o t s were set a t the same value. The s l i d i n g 
r e s i s t o r was adj u s t e d t o give a n u l l reading i n the output. 
The bridge was energised by a Mal l o r y mercury c e l l and the 
cu r r e n t was adjusted by a potentiometer and monitored by a m i l l i a m -
meter. The output of the bridge was a m p l i f i e d by a Pye photo-
e l e c t r i c galvanometer a m p l i f i e r . F i g . 3.2. shows the c i r c u i t d e t a i l s 
f o r tHe bridge. 
The current through the gauges was kept a t 5>ma. Though the 
gauges are capable of handling higher currents according t o the 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n , i t was found t h a t there were i n s t a b i l i t i e s a t higher 
c u r r e n t s . This was due t o inhomogeneous heating i n the gauges; 
operation a t 5ma gave s t a b l e and rep r o d u c i b l e r e s u l t s . 
( g ) Measurement of S t r a i n 
The change i n the l e n g t h of the a c t i v e gauge due t o magneto-
s t r i c t i o n or thermal expansion changed the r e s i s t a n c e of the gauge. 
The h e l i p o t i n p a r a l l e l w i t h the a c t i v e gauge or the other one was 
changed t o b r i n g the output back t o zero. The reading on the 
h e l i p o t r e q u i r e d t o re s t o r e the balance i n the bridge can be used 
t o o b t a i n the s t r a i n ^/L d i r e c t l y through the r e l a t i o n . 
^ / L = S/K (3.2) 
R R 
where S = gauge r e s i s t a n c e , 
K = gauge f a c t o r , 
R = i n i t i a l h e l i p o t reading i n ohms 
and R = f i n a l h e l i p o t reading 
For a t y p i c a l set of data i f S = 120Q 
K = 2 R = 90 x 10 3fi 
and R = 60 x 10 Q , then AL , , -k 
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For the c i r c u i t used w i t h the galvanometer a m p l i f i e r and Scalamp 
-7 
galvanometer a s t r a i n of 5 x 10 could be detected. 
The problem of thermal e.m.f's was faced d u r i n g the course of 
these experiments. Even w i t h c a r e f u l matching o f the l e a d wires 
to the gauges, thermal e.m.f's could not be e l i m i n a t e d completely. 
A multiway s w i t c h was used to sample the thermal e.m.f. de t e c t o r 
a t the Scalamp galvanometer, as w e l l as t o monitor the d r i f t of 
the galvanometer a m p l i f i e r . The switch was also used to 
energise the bridge and reverse the d i r e c t i o n of c u r r e n t through 
the b ridge. A simple method was t r i e d t o overcome the thermal 
e.m.f. A small e.m.f. was f e d on t o the a m p l i f i e r i n p u t i n 
o p p o s i t i o n t o the thermal e.m.f. t o balance i t out. The small 
e.m.f. was d e l i v e r e d from a copper-constantan thermocouple 
maintained between 77°K and 273°K w i t h a s u i t a b l e p o t e n t i a l 
d i v i d e r . The thermal e.m.f. a t i t s maximum was equivalent t o a 
pseudo-strain of 10 ^ a t the gauge temperature of 77°K. There 
was no observable "thermal ef f e c t " above a c r y o s t a t temperature 
of about 1$0°K, 
As discussed before, the accuracy of the s t r a i n s measured 
i n these experiments was checked by comparing the r e s u l t against 
copper. The s t r a i n measured by t h i s system was always l e s s 
than t h a t obtained by i n t e r f e r o m e t r i c data by (5 + 2)% between 
77°K and room temperature, so the experimental method provided 
a means of measuring the deformation w i t h a high p o i n t t o p o i n t 
r e p r o d u c i b i l i t y and r e l a t i v e accuracy, but low absolute accuracy. 
The comparison aga i n s t the copper data i s shown i n F i g . 3.3. 
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3.7 Magnetization Measurement 
A v i b r a t i n g sample magnetometer of Fcner type was used t o 
determine magnetization of the a l l o y s . The d e t a i l s of the apparatus 
have been described by Piercy ( 7 9 ) . 
(a) V i b r a t i n g Specimen Magnetometer 
The apparatus was a n u l l output instrument and the block 
diagram i s shown i n F i g . 3.U. -The s i n g l e c r y s t a l s as w e l l as 
p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e m a t e r i a l s v i b r a t e d i n a magnetic f i e l d provided 
by a water cooled solenoid. A 'sample' c o i l around the specimen 
and a 'monitor' c o i l were i n d i v i d u a l l y t w i n c o i l s connected i n 
s e r i e s o p p o s i t i o n . An e l e c t r i c a l s i g n a l could be observed depending 
on t h e magnitude of t h e magnetization. This was a m p l i f i e d and passed 
t o the phase s e n s i t i v e detector and meter. This s i g n a l could be 
balanced by passing a s u i t a b l e c u r r e n t t o the d.c. c o i l from a 6 v o l t 
b a t t e r y . The magnitude of t h i s c u r r e n t , measured by a milliammeter 
was a measure of the magnetization. As the s i g n a l from the 'sample' 
pickup c o i l could i n some cases be too l a r g e t o be balanced by the 
'monitor' c o i l , a p o t e n t i a l d i v i d e r using a 2!?0 kfi h e l i p o t was 
used. Coherent noise i n the 'monitor' c o i l was backed o f f using 
a phase s h i f t network and an a t t e n u a t o r , 
The disc shaped specimen were stuck by 'Duirofix' i n a groove 
cut i n a quartz tube as shown i n the i n s e t i n F i g . 3.5. The 
apparatus was s u i t a b l e f o r handling a $".$mm. long specimen and i n 
the c o n f i g u r a t i o n used the magnetic f i e l d was along the diameter 
of t h e disc and along the a x i s of the quartz tube. The diameter 
of d isc chosen t o be along the quartz tube axis was one of the 
p r i n c i p a l c r y s t a l ajf.es. The s t r a i n gauges stuck on the discs 
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served as a u s e f u l secondary standard t o check the alignment. 
Taking a l l the f a c t o r s i n t o account, the accuracy i n the d i r e c t i o n 
o 
of alignment was about +1; . The centre of the disc and the centre 
of the 'sample' c o i l were made coi n c i d e n t by measuring the p o s i t i o n s 
w . r . t , f i x e d p o i n t s as w e l l as by checking the output of the 'sample' 
c o i l as a f u n c t i o n of p o s i t i o n . The temperatures of the specimens 
were measured by a. copper-constantan thermocouple passing through 
the specimen holder tube and the j u n c t i o n of the thermocouple was i n 
close p r o x i m i t y of the specimen. The thermo-e.m.f. was measured by 
a p o r t a b l e potentiometer and Scalamp galvanometer. For p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e 
specimens a lump of the m a t e r i a l was stuck a t the end of a quartz 
specimen tube, the d i r e c t i o n not being of any importance i n these 
cases. 
(b) Data, and i t s Treatment 
The c u r r e n t measured by the milliammeter could be converted t o 
magnetization by c a l i b r a t i n g the instrument. Samples of pure I r o n 
and N i c k e l of known mass were used and the data of Weiss and Fo r r e r ( 8 0 ) 
was used. I f 0 i s the magnetization per u n i t mass and u> i s 
the mass of specimen used and a c u r r e n t I i s r e q u i r e d t o balance 
the s i g n a l from the 'sample' c o i l , then 
o = A " % (3.3) 
where A i s a constant. To o b t a i n the magnetization per atom ( u ) 
i n an a l l o y 'AB', c o n t a i n i n g a f r a c t i o n x of element A, the r e l a t i o n 
* - 5 $ ( 3 - w 
where M i s the e f f e c t i v e atomic weight of the a l l o y given by 
M = x M A + ( 1 - x ) Mg (3.5) 
- U9 
where M A and are the atomic weights of the elements A and B. The 
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equipment could measure a minimum magnetization of 5 x 10 e.m.u. 
corresponding t o I of 0.1 mA. The o v e r a l l accuracy i n a was 
estimated t o he +3%-
Standard double dewar techniques were used, f o r l i q u i d Helium 
temperature work and. a s i n g l e dewar was used, between 77°K and room 
temperatureo The specimen was surrounded by a helium gas atmosphere 
during the measurements. 
The magnetization measurements y i e l d e d i n f o r m a t i o n about the 
paramagnetic Curie p o i n t , e f f e c t i v e paramagnetic moment, the Neel 
p o i n t , the ferromagnetic Curie p o i n t , t h e s a t u r a t i o n magnetization 
a t d i f f e r e n t temperatures and the behaviour of the c r i t i c a l f i e l d 
r e q u i r e d t o t r i g g e r a t r a n s i t i o n from the an t i f e r r o m a g n e t i c t o the 
ferromagnetic s t a t e . 
For the determination of the paramagnetic Curie p o i n t (9p) 
and the e f f e c t i v e moment i n the paramagnetic s t a t e (M-g^f)* a graph 
of Va against the temperature T was p l o t t e d . The i n t e r c e p t on 
the T a x i s f o r the l i n e a r p o r t i o n gave the value of 0 p. The 
gradien t of the graph was used t o obt a i n the Curie constant C. 
I f C i s expressed i n e.m.u. °K gm mole ^ 0 e then 
^ e f f = 2 ° 8 3 / C ^ 3' 6^ 
gives the value of V-^^ i n Bohrmagnetons/ion, I n case of the a l l o y 
-'AB' described, by the eqn„(3°5), the e f f e c t i v e paramagnetic moments 
of the a l l o y and the c o n s t i t u e n t s are r e l a t e d by 
I 
^AB [ V X + ^ ( 1 " x)T ...-(3.7) 
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where = e f f e c t i v e paramagnetic moment per i o n of AB, 
An 
u^ = e f f e c t i v e paramagnetic moment per i o n of A, 
and = e f f e c t i v e paramagnetic moment per i o n of B. 
When B i s a non-magnetic c o n s t i t u e n t , 
P-AB = |J-A x. (3.8) 
This r e l a t i o n was used t o o b t a i n the paramagnetic moment per 
terbium ion„ 
There are several methods f o r the determination of ferromagnetic 
2 
Gurie p o i n t from the experimental data. I n t h i s i n v e s t i g a t i o n a 
•was p l o t t e d as a f u n c t i o n of temperature (T) i n a given magnetic 
2 
f i e l d of s t r e n g t h H, The e x t r a p o l a t i o n t o a = 0 gave a set of 
values of T as a f u n c t i o n of H, from d i f f e r e n t sets of experiments. 
The e x t r a p o l a t i o n t o H = 0 gave a temperature T which was 
c 
considered t o be the ferromagnetic Curie p o i n t . The data connect-
i n g H and T gave the v a r i a t i o n o f c r i t i c a l f i e l d w i t h temperature, 
jS^- T p l o t s showed c h a r a c t e r i s t i c peaks a t the Neel p o i n t , which 
disappeared a t magnetic f i e l d s higher than t h e c r i t i c a l value. The 
p o s i t i o n of the Neel p o i n t was a f u n c t i o n of the magnetic f i e l d and 
th e e x t r a p o l a t i o n t o zero f i e l d was taken t o be the Neel p o i n t ( T ^ ) . 
To o b t a i n the s a t u r a t i o n moment, the£"vs, V|4 p l o t was ex t r a p o l a t e d 
t o H = OQ- . The r e s u l t a n t value of a was taken t o be the s a t u r a t i o n 
moment. To o b t a i n the s a t u r a t i o n moment per terbium atom from the 
a l l o y , i t was assumed t h a t the scandium atom does not c a r r y any 
moment. Under these circumstances v-n = ^ yon (3.9) 
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where ^Tb/ion ^ e s a^ u r a^-'- o n m o m e n ' t ' per terbium i o n , 
[L a l l o y / i o n i s the s a t u r a t i o n moment per i o n of the 
a l l o y and x i s the f r a c t i o n a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n of terbium. The m a j o r i t y 
of the data were taken i n i s o f i e l d c o n d i t i o n and the s a t u r a t i o n 
magnetization a t any temperature T was obtained by the e x t r a c t i o n of 
i n f o r m a t i o n from several a - T ( i s o f i e l d ) curves. This was' not 
a l t o g e t h e r s a t i s f a c t o r y but the apparatus was not s u i t a b l e f o r use 
at temperatures intermediate between the various f i x e d temperature 
baths ( l i q . N e , l i q t N 2, dry i c e , pentane slush e t c . ) . 
The specimens used i n a l l the experiments performed on s i n g l e 
c r y s t a l s were disc shaped. The shape i s not conducive t o the 
c a l c u l a t i o n of the e f f e c t of the demagnetizing f i e l d . Any 
e s t i m a t i o n of the demagnetizing f a c t o r f o r n o n - e l l i p s o i d a l bodies 
i s open t o e r r o r s as p o i n t e d out by Z i j l s t r a ( 8 l ) . The value o f t h e 
demagnetizing f a c t o r f o r an ob l a t e e l l i p s o i d i s perhaps the nearest 
t o t h a t of the discs used i n the experiments. For a r a t i o of 3>"1 
f o r the l e n g t h of the axes the value of the demagnetizing f a c t o r 
i s approximately 0.12. For a disc magnetized along the diameter, 
t h i s i s small and so a l l the r e s u l t s are quoted i n terms of the 
a p p l i e d magnetic f i e l d . 
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CHAPTER h 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
k.l X-ray L a t t i c e Parameter and Density Measurements 
The ?a' and 'c' parameters a t room temperature of the a l l o y s 
are shown i n F i g . U.l. The powder d i f f r a c t i o n p a t t e r n s obtained 
consisted of sharp l i n e s and a n a l y s i s o f the data y i e l d e d estimates 
of the l a t t i c e parameters t o +0.005 A*. The 'a' axis parameter l i e s 
on a s t r a i g h t l i n e j o i n i n g the t e r m i n a l values w i t h i n experimental 
accuracy w h i l e the ? c ' a x i s parameters a t inte r m e d i a t e compositions 
f a l l below t h i s l i n e . Vegards' Law i s not obeyed f o r t h i s parameter. 
Deviations have been noted i n other r a r e e a r t h a l l o y systems. The 
X-ray d e n s i t i e s (p x-ray) of the a l l o y s were estimated from the 
l a t t i c e parameters and compositions using the r e l a t i o n s h i p 
x -ray = (U.l) 
where Z = No. of atoms per u n i t c e l l (= 2) 
A = Formula weight, 
V = C e l l volume ( = a ° ^  ) 
and N = Avogadro's number 
Independent measurements o f the d e n s i t i e s were made using 
pyc'nometric methods as described i n the previous chapter. The 
r e s u l t s o f the X-ray d e n s i t y and the pycnometric d e n s i t y 
measurements are shown i n F i g . U.2. W i t h i n experimental e r r o r s 
involved, the two agree w e l l , w i t h the pycnometric d e n s i t y always 
g i v i n g a s l i g h t l y higher value. The corresponding values f o r 
the t e r m i n a l elements also show the same c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , the 
pycnometric d e n s i t y being s l i g h t l y higher than the X-ray den s i t y . 
The d e n s i t i e s and the l a t t i c e parameters f o r the various a l l o y 
compositions are l i s t e d i n Table U . l . 
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A l l o y 
T W c o . i i 
T b 0 .82S S c O„175 
T b 0.695 S c 0.3C5 
^0.5 Sco.5 
^0.35 S c 0 .65 
T b 0.25 S ° 0 . 7 5 
TABLE k.l 
L a t t i c e Parameter 
a c 
o 
+ 0.005 A 
3.57 5.6U6 
3.551 5.592 
3.5LU 5.568 
3.U56 5.U55 
3.U08 5.395 
3.383 5.353 
Density 
Gms/c.c. 
X-ray Pycnometric 
+ 1% 
7.8 7.85 
7.55 7.6h 
6.96 7.07 
6.01 6.08 
5.21 5.25 
'ii.58 U.67 
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U.2 Magnetization Measurement 
Magnetization was measured along the p r i n c i p a l directions of the. 
a l l o y discs and onpolycrystalline lumps. The r e s u l t s are given i n 
the sequence of increasing scandium concentrations. 
<a> T b 0.89 S c 0 .11 
Figs. h.3 and U.U show the magnetization against f i e l d ( a -H) 
plots at three different temperatures for the a and b directions. 
The c axis i s magnetically very hard and the a -H plots are l i n e a r . 
The a axis i s ' the easy direction of magnetization and shows a good 
degree of saturation while the b axis a - H curve at U.2°K shows a 
gradient even at a f i e l d of 10 kOe. The saturation moment along 
the a axis has been estimated and the moment on each terbium atom 
calculated. 
F i g . h-5 shows the v a r i a t i o n of a against T for some values of 
the magnetic f i e l d f or the a direction. There i s very l i t t l e change 
i n a between U.2°K and about 100°K when i t shows a f a l l . The 
t r a n s i t i o n from the h e l i c a l antiferromagnetic state to the f e r r o -
magnetic state i s associated with tiiis change i n magnetization. 
As discussed i n the previous chapter, the v a r i a t i o n of the 
c r i t i c a l f i e l d with temperature and the ferromagnetic Curie point 
can be estimated, A cusp i.n the a -T curve j u s t below 200°K i s 
observed i n lower magnetic f i e l d s . The cusp i s swamped at 
higher f i e l d s and only a trace i s present. The cusp i s associated 
with the Neel point and 1^ i s obtained by extrapolation to zero 
magnetic f i e l d . F i g . I4..6 shows the temperature v a r i a t i o n of the 
c r i t i c a l f i e l d i n t h i s a l l o y . I t i s l i n e a r up to about 1°0°K 
above which the data i s not clear enough to say whether there 
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i s a f a l l off, as observed i n some heavy rare earth metals and some 
al l o y s . Above-the Neel point, the magnetization r e s u l t s were used 
to obtain V x against T plots. I t i s observed that "Vx shows a 
Curie-Weiss type of behaviour, but deviation i s observed as the 
" 1/ Neel temperature i s approached. From the /x vs T plots, the 
paramagnetic Curie points along the different axes and the ef f e c t i v e 
paramagnetic moments were calculated. F i g . h>7 shows the V x vs T 
plots along the different axes. Figs. I4..8 and U.9 show the o-T 
plots for the a l l o y along the b and c axes. The de t a i l s along the 
b axis are e s s e n t i a l l y the same as those for the a axi s , whereas 
the c axis data only show the cusp at the Neel point and do not 
show the increase corresponding to the antiferromagnetic to 
ferromagnetic ordering. The po l y c r y s t a l l i n e Curie point may be 
well represented by a weighted average of the basal plane and the 
c axis Qp values according to 
9 (poly) = 2 / 3 9 (basal) + V 3 9 ( c - a x i s ) (U . l ) 
P P P 
( b ) T b o.82g S c oa75 
The magnetization c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h i s a l l o y are ; s i m i l a r 
to those of Tbn a r i Sc.. and the r e s u l t s are shown i n Figs. 0.09 0.11 
U-10-U.12. The de t a i l s are so s i m i l a r to those of Tb„ Q_ Sc,, , , 
O.09 0.11 
that i t i s not of great importance to explain the figures. 
( c ) Other Compositions 
Magnetization was measured for the al l o y s of composition 
T b 0.69S S c0.30*> T b 0 . 5 S c 0 . * ' T b 0.35 S c 0 . 6 £ a n d T b 0.25 S c 0 .75-
With the exception of Tb Q ^ S c Q ^ which does not show magnetic 
ordering, the alloys showed an antiferromagnetic ordering. The 
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r e s u l t s for the alloys which show antiferromagnetic ordering may 
be c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y represented by the behaviour of Tbg £ 
and shown i n Fig. U.13. 
The magnetic data i s summarised' i n Table U • 2. 
k-3 Magnetostriction and Thermal Expansion Measurement 
T" 2 
The prime object of these measurements was to obtain the X ' term 
of the Callen and Callen expression (eqn. 2.18) to evaluate the 
:magnetostrict.ive energyand thus obtain an estimate for the driving 
force to ferromagnetism and so magnetostriction measurements were 
made on the two al l o y s which show ferromagnetism. 
Preliminary measurements were made on single c r y s t a l s of 
terbium, dysprosium and holmium as an exercise i n evaluating the 
performance of the experimental apparatus- F i g . U.lk shows the 
thermal expansion for the b and c directions of a terbium single 
c r y s t a l . 
Thermal, expansion was measured between 77°K and 292°K along 
the a,b and c directions of the Tb Q S c Q ^ a l l o y single 
c r y s t a l and the r e s u l t s are shown i n Fig. U.15-U.16. Along the 
basal plane directions, a change i n the gradients of the vs T 
curves i s observed around the Neel temperature and a discontinuity 
at the Curie point i s observed. Along the c a x i s , there i s contraction 
as the specimen i s cooled down from the room temperature. Below 
the Neel temperature, the axis expands with decreasing 
temperature, There i s a sharp contraction at the Curie point and 
at lower temperatures a small contraction i s observed. The ^ L / L 
vsT curves are used to calculate the values of the 
expansion coefficients and these are shown i n F i g . I4..I7. 
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The magnetostriction along the basal plane 'a' di r e c t i o n and 
along the 'c' d i r e c t i o n was measured at room temperature. The magneto 
2 
s t r i c t i o n f o r the paramagnetic range <* H and t h i s behaviour 
was observed as shown i n Fig. U.18 f o r the c axis. 
Experiments were performed on the basal plane specimen to. 
observe the s t r a i n along the a axis as the f i e l d was rotated and also 
to observe the strains as the f i e l d was applied along the a and b 
directions. Fig. U.19^shows the a axis magnetostrain as a function 
of the angle of the magnetic f i e l d with the b direc t i o n at 77°K and 
19k K f o r H = 10.25kOe. Fig. l|.20^shows the v a r i a t i o n of the 
magnetostrictive s t r a i n along the a di r e c t i o n when a f i e l d of 
10.2f>k0e i s applied along the a and b directions. The measurement' 
Y 2 
of t h i s i s relevant to the estimation of the A ' coe f f i c i e n t i n 
the Callen and Callen expression. Measurements of the. thermal 
s t r a i n f o r H = 0 are also included i n Fig. U.20. The measurement 
of the _strain along the b d i r e c t i o n with f i e l d s along the a and b. 
Y 2 
dir e c t i o n also yields the value of x and w i t h i n experimental 
errors t h i s was not d i f f e r e n t from those obtained f o r the a axis 
measurements- :z< axis measurements could not be made to y i e l d 
reproducible results. The specimen, because of i t s large 
anisotropy, could not be held s a t i s f a c t o r i l y i n position. Use of 
strong adhesives produced e r r a t i c r e s u l t s , possibly due to the 
s t r a i n induced by the adhesive. 
Measurements on the Tb^ Sc Q a l l o y discs were also 
made along the scheme outlined f o r Tb_ R Q Sc a l l o y discs. 
Fig. U-21^and U-22^shows the a and c axis thermal expansion 
(^ L/L) over the temperature range 80°K-290°K f o r the a l l o y . 
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Fig. 1|.21 also shows the magnetostrain induced when the f i e l d i s 
applied along the a direction as wel l as perpendicular to i t . 
Only one single c r y s t a l disc f o r Tb. C r i T, Sc_ _nr, could be 
obtained, containing the basal plane. A check on the thermal 
expansion along the a axis was made. 
- 78 -
CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
5.1 Magnetic Phase Diagram 
The neutron d i f f r a c t i o n experiments on terbium-scandium alloys 
conducted by Child et al.(52,53) were used to produce a magnetic phase 
(.p.«7) 
diagram. Fig. 5°l^shows the magnetic phase diagram of the system as 
deduced from the magnetic measurements. There are three regions. 
I n the region 1 the system i s paramagnetic, i n the region 2 there 
i s antiferromagnetism with the spins forming a h e l i c a l system and 
i n the region 3 the system behaves as a normal ferromagnet. As the 
boundary between region 2 and 3 f a l l s sharply with composition i t 
i s not easy to define the boundary l i n e accurately. 
5-2 Variation of Ordering Temperature with de Gennes Function 
The magnetic measurements have also been used to observe any 
correlation between the ordering temperatures and the de Gennes 
function f o r the alloys. The paramagnetic Curie points of the 
alloys are p l o t t e d against the e f f e c t i v e de Gennes functions (G) 
f o r the alloys on a logarithmic p l o t i n Fig. 5.2. I t i s found 
~2 +0 2 
that the paramagnetic Curie points approximately obey a 9 «.,G — . 
P 
law. The heavy rare earths obey a 0^ « G law and t h i s i s 
also approximately followed f o r the alloys of the heavy rare 
earths w i t h yt t r i u m . The only information available about the 
scandium alloys i s f o r the Gd-Sc system as measured by Nigh 
et a l . ( 5 l ) and an inspection of t h e i r data shows that a 
-1.75 
9p « G representation approximately f i t s the results. 
As pointed out i n the introductory remarks the Neel points 
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of the heavy rare earths, i n t r a rare earth alloys and alloys 
between y t t r i u m and the heavy rare earths follow a universal 
-2/3 
TJJ oc G law. This- law i s also obeyed for the Curie temperatures 
of some Gadolinium alloys which do not show an antiferromagnetic 
phase as wel l as f o r the Curie temperature of gadolinium metal 
i t s e l f . The Neel points of the terbium-scandium alloys are plotted 
against the de Gennes function i n Fig. 5.3. The data can be 
-1 33-0 05 
approximately represented by a oc G law. The available 
data on the other rare earth-scandium systems were inspected and 
2 
i t was found, that the /3rd power law i s not obeyed f o r these 
systems. The exponents i n the « G representation are found 
to have the values n = 1.5 f o r Gd-Sc, n = 1.33 for Tb-Sc and 
n = 1 f o r Ho-Sc and Er-Sc alloys. The values of n are not to be 
given a great deal i f importance as regards t h e i r accuracies. 
What i s important, however, i s that the power law shows a 
monotonic v a r i a t i o n as the heavy rare earth component i s changed. 
2 
The /3rd power law i s not a natural consequence of the RKKY 
theory. I n a l l previous investigations of alloys containing 
appreciable proportions of rare earths t h i s law has been found to 
be obeyed. The experiments of Nagasarra et al.(i|8) on the Tb-5T 
2 
system containing small amounts of Tb pointed out that the /3rd 
power law breaks down for the alloys containing less than 10 
.atomic percent Terbium and there i s a l i m i t i n g concentration 
of Tb f o r magnetic ordering. Similar effects are also observed 
i n the measurements of Nelson and Legvold(82) on Dy-Y alloys. 
5-3 Moments i n the Alloys 
From the table k-2 we observe that the saturation magnetic 
moment per terbium atom i n the ordered state f o r the two alloys 
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which show the ferromagnetic phase i s higher than that predicted 
by the g j value. This can be a t t r i b u t e d to a contribution by the 
conduction electron polarization. The effective moment per 
terbium ion i n the paramagnetic state i s also found to be higher 
than that predicted f o r the free ion. Following Weinstein's(ii.7) 
treatment the room temperature values of the s u s c e p t i b i l i t y may be 
used to obtain the value of the effective moment per terbium ion 
at i n f i n i t e d i l u t i o n . This also leads to a value of 
^e f f = (l0.2+0.2)u f i. 
5>.U Comments on the Interaction i n the Terbium-Scandium System 
Wollan ($5), as mentioned before, treated the observed 
properties of the Gd-Sc and Tb-Sc alloys with an approach based 
on the postulate that alloying with scandium reduces the spacing 
of the rare earth ions and t h i s has the same ef f e c t as applying 
pressure to the system. This e f f e c t i v e l y reduces the ordering 
temperature. The trend i n the properties of the terbium-
scandium a l l o y i s observed as t h i s volume contraction effect would 
predict. McWhan et al.(83) and Mi l s t e i n ei?al.(8 !0 have discussed 
the results of high pressure experiments i n terms of the RKKY 
model. I n the molecular f i e l d model, the RKKY model does not 
allow f o r any dependence on the size of the l a t t i c e but. i s only 
a. function of /a. The /a values i n these alloys do not change 
a great deal. So the free electron model, i n a f i r s t order 
picture, cannot account f o r the observed properties i n these 
alloys". I t was also pointed out by McWhan et al.(83) that the 
/3rd power law f o r the Neel points i s not a universal one and 
i n t h e i r investigations dT^dP scaled with G. I n these r e s u l t s , 
- 85 -
the observed V3rd power law and the various power laws i n the 
other scandium alloys point to the fact that these power laws 
may be related to the contraction of the l a t t i c e . To show that the 
exponents have a monotonic dependence on the rare earth component, 
we p l o t the exponents as a function of the atomic No. as shown i n 
Fig. 5-U. SpechtCUl) pointed out that a change i n the free electron 
Fermi wave number causes appreciable changes i n the ordering 
characteristics. From a free electron model, the Fermi wave number 
w i l l change appreciably as scandium i s alloyed with terbium. This 
may be the reason why the ordered structure i s not observed even 
f o r high terbium concentrations. There have been suggestions as 
well that the absence of ordering may be due to the f a c t that each 
terbium ion may not have two nearest neighbour- terbium ions to 
maintain long range order. But at 2$% terbium concentration the 
p r o b a b i l i t y of the nearest neighbour terbium ions i s high. 
Alternately as Nagasawa et al,(l|. Q) suggested i t may be due to a 
mean free path e f f e c t . I n t h i s scheme the conduction electron 
polarization may f o r some reason lose i t s memory before i t gets 
to the next terbium ion to sustain the ordering and thus reduce 
the int e r a c t i o n . But i t i s u n l i k e l y to be the reason f o r the 
absence of long range in t e r a c t i o n i n the alloys with a high 
proportion of terbium. The i n t e r a c t i o n between the ions i n 
these alloys , i n the RKKY model, depends on the conduction 
electron s u s c e p t i b i l i t y which i s referred to as X[q) i n the 
l i t e r a t u r e . Appropriate theories have not yet been developed 
to take care of the variations i n x(q) due to the complex 
band structures and the effe c t which w i l l be produced by 
- 86 -
compression. The addition of scandium may produce changes i n 
x(q) which, w i l l cause the absence of ordering i n the alloys. 
The Fermi surface should, also show complicated changes over the 
sequence and t h i s w i l l be reflected i n the x(q) and thus i n the 
ordering of these alloys. 
5.5 Exchange Constants and t h e i r Variation 
The magnetization measurements f o r the two alloys which 
showed ferromagnetic phases were used to obtain the data on the 
va r i a t i o n of c r i t i c a l f i e l d with temperature as shown i n 
Figs. I4..6 and Uol2. This data i n conjunction with the data on 
turn angle v a r i a t i o n with temperature f o r a Tb^ ^ScQ ^ a l l o y 
supplied by Dr. H.R. Child(85) of Oak Ridge laboratories were 
used to evaluate the exchange constants a n d ^ **or 
Tb() 89 11 a^-^-°^m ^ must be emphasised that importance must 
be l a i d on the trend rather than the precise values of ^  and 
Fig. 5„5 shows a pl o t of the exchange constants ^ and ^ 
derived using formulae (2.10) and (2.12) f o r the Tb Q 8 ? Sc Q ^ 
al l o y . The thermal expansion measurement on the same al l o y 
along the c axis can be used to evaluate the l a t t i c e 
parameter at these temperatures and p l o t the exchange constants 
as functions of the c axis spacing as shown i n Fig. £.6. A 
comparison of these results with those i n r e f . 2.9 shows the 
s i m i l a r i t y of the effects. This shows the strong dependence 
of the exchange constant on the details of the h e l i x . 
The above treatment following the simplest model obviously 
has the scope f o r improvement. I n i t s e l f the simple model . 
has got no way of catering f o r the v a r i a t i o n of 
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the exchange c o n s t a n t s ^ a n d ^ w i t h temperature i n t r i n s i c a l l y . 
I t i s obvious t h a t ^  and ^  which a r i s e from the RKKY i n t e r -
a c t i o n w i l l have a dependence on the i n t e r p l a n a r spacing along 
the axis of the hexagon. D a r n e l l et a l ,(86) used t h i s concept 
f o l l o w i n g the discussion i n J a r r e t t e t a l , (87)# 
Landry" and Stevenson (88) used;, a s i m i l a r 
term i n t h e i r a n a l y s i s of t h e i r attempt t o account f o r the 
temperature v a r i a t i o n of the t u r n angle. Lee (89) i n c l u d e d the 
v a r i a t i o n o f both ^ and ^  w i t h the c ax i s parameter. Following 
Lee's a n a l y s i s the energy of a h e l i c a l s p i n system as expressed 
i n eqn.(2,8) i s modified t o 
_ 1 (c - c o ) 2 
E ex " 2 — T " Y -
Co 
M; 2 \ i (0) + 4l (e-c5o)?Cos 0 
S ^ 1 ~dc" } 
" M s 2 $ 2 ( 0 ) + 4l ( c- c°)j C o s 2 9 ... '(5.1) 
where co i s the e q u i l i b r i u m i n t e r l a y e r separation, Y the Young's 
modulus and the other symbols have the same s i g n i f i c a n c e 
as i n eqn.(2.8). On mi n i m i z a t i o n of the energy, i . e . applying 
dE 
the c o n d i t i o n ex = 0,the e q u i l i b r i u m c ax i s s t r a i n can be 
a c 
represented by 
= ° r Cos 9 + d:h Cos 2 9? - (5.2) 
i j Y ^ dc dc ;* 
c 
From the experimental data on Tb Q q^Scq the c axis 
magnetostrain i n con j u n c t i o n w i t h the magnetization and t u r n 
1 4 1 42 
angle values have been used t o estimate /Y —3= and /Y — ~ . 
dc dc 
These have the values 
1,-/^1 = 0.023 cm 2/erg 
' dc 
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4 1 d0? ? and /Y = - 0.£10 cmVerg 
S i m i l a r analys.es have been made by Rhyne e t a l . ( 9 0 ) f o r 
holmium and Landry's(91) treatment of dysprosium i s based on a 
model which i s a m o d i f i c a t i o n of Lee's model. I t i s t o be 
stressed t h a t the importance of t h i s a n a l y s i s i s t o jprovide an 
i n d i c a t i o n of the r e l a t i v e magnitudes of and ~—• and t h e 
numbers are not pr e c i s e . No parameter f o r Y i s used as the 
r e l a t i v e magnitudes are of i n t e r e s t . The r a t i o 
d i l . 
a =• /dc has been estimated, by Palmer (92) f o r dysprosium 
* 2/dc 
and holmium from e l a s t i c i t y measurements and he obtained values 
not w i d e l y d i f f e r e n t from those given by t h i s model. The value 
of a f o r Tb. Qr,Sc„ ... f a l l s between those of dysprosium and O.B9 0.11 
holmium. 
From the values of $ and ^  a s f u n c t i o n s of the c ax i s 
l a t t i c e parameter an estimate of a may be made. The value 
obtained i s „,3 as compared t o 2.3 from the above a n a l y s i s . 
Lee also p o i n t e d out t h a t t h e basal plane s t r a i n induced 
when a system i s i n the h e l i c a l s t a t e may be due to the e f f e c t 
of the c ax i s s t r a i n - The c a x i s expands i n the a n t i f e r r o -
magnetic r e g i o n and t h i s magnetostrain may cause a c o n t r a c t i o n 
i n the basal plane. This would cause the c and a ax i s s t r a i n s 
t o be r e l a t e d through a 'magnetic Posson's r a t i o ' as d e f i n e d 
^ "Aa = ~ p X c 
An estimate of the value of c has been ma.de f o r Tb„ Q n Scn 
r 0.09 0.11 
between the two t r a n s i t i o n temperatures T n and T„. I n F i g . 
p.7 the value of p i s p l o t t e d against T and i t i s observed 
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t h a t p stays reasonably constant between l50°K and l80°K and 
o n l y departs from t h i s character near T^. So i t seems t h a t 
the basal plane s t r a i n i s due t o the a x i a l stresses i n the 
h e l i c a l r e g i o n . 
The two constant model f o r the h e l i c a l s p i n s t r u c t u r e has 
been used i n t h i s a nalysis f o l l o w i n g the treatment of s i m i l a r 
systems. Bjerrum H o l l e r et al.(93), however, have used a four 
constant model t o f i t i n e l a s t i c neutron s c a t t e r i n g experiment 
r e s u l t s on the ferromagnetic phase of terbium. A four: constant 
model i s o b v i o u s l y f a r more complicated and does not l e a d t o 
immediate simple s o l u t i o n s as does the two constant model. 
More experimental r e s u l t s on the s p i n wave d i s p e r s i o n curves i n 
d i f f e r e n t systems would provide us w i t h f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i o n 
about the l i m i t a t i o n s of the two constant model. 
5-6 Estimate of the M a g n e t o s t r i c t i v e Energy 
I t was p o i n t e d out i n the i n t r o d u c t i o n t o the magnetostric-
t i o n measurements t h a t i t was of i n t e r e s t t o estimate the con-
t r i b u t i o n of the magnetoelastic energy i n these a l l o y s . 
Y 2 
Figs. 5„8 a n d 5,9 show the v a r i a t i o n s of the X '* parameter 
f o r TbQ ^  Sc Q and Tb Q &CQ Y^^ a l l o y s w i t h temperature. 
The experimental curves f i t i n reasonably w e l l w i t h the s i n g l e 
i o n expression of Callen and Callen. From the e x t r a p o l a t i o n 
of the X ' (T) curve a value of A > a t T = OK can be 
estimated. The magnetoelastic energy can be derived from the 
Y 2 Y A ' term w i t h the use of the symmetry e l a s t i c constant c . 
Y 
There i s no experimental data f o r c a v a i l a b l e f o r - these 
a l l o y s . 
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Y 
An attempt has been made t o estimate the value of c from 
the a v a i l a b l e data on t h e heavy r a r e earths. The s i n g l e c r y s t a l 
e l a s t i c constants f o r some rare earths (Dy, Ho, Gd and Er) have 
been measured by various workers (92,9U-95). The attempt t o 
derive the values f o r the terbium-scandium a l l o y s from these 
measurements i s obviously open t o c r i t i c i s m . I n the absence of 
any other means the de Gennes f u n c t i o n and the o r d e r i n g tempera-
tures o f the a l l o y s have been considered as two c r i t e r i a t o 
c o r r e l a t e them w i t h the heavy r a r e earths. A p l o t of c ^ and 
Y 
o ^ j the e l a s t i c constants which give t h e value of c , against 
the atomic number of the r a r e earths was made. The o r d e r i n g 
temperatures of the heavy r a r e earths were also p l o t t e d as a 
f u n c t i o n of the atomic number and an appropriate e f f e c t i v e 
atomic number was a l l o t e d t o each of terbium-scandium a l l o y s 
compatible t o t h e i r o r d e r i n g temperatures. This e f f e c t i v e 
atomic number was then used t o o b t a i n a value of c-^ and 
and consequently c Y. I n view of the s i m p l i c i t y of t h i s 
approach no account of the temperature dependence of t h e e l a s t i c 
constants was taken (up t o 20% i n case of Palmer's d a t a ) . The 
Y 
estimated values of the c constant f o r the a l l o y s were 
c Y ( T b 0 89 S cO 11 ^  = 2 0 X ° } ^ a - t o m 
and c'(Tb Q Q2$SCQ 1 7 ^ ) = 22 x lcA °K/atom 
and the values of the energy obtained f o r the two a l l o y s were 
E m s ( T . 0°K) = 1.25°K/atom f o r T b ^ S c ^ 
and E m s ( T = 0°K) = 0.8°K/atom f o r T b ^ ^ / ^ 
From Cooper's(33) analysis of the t e r b i u m r e s u l t s i t i s found 
t h a t the corresponding energy f o r pure terbium i s 2°K/atom. 
Comparing these values, i t can be seen t h a t the magnetoelastic 
energy i s f a l l i n g r a p i d l y w i t h the a d d i t i o n of scandium t o 
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terbium as shown i n F i g . 5.10. I f we assume1 t h a t the d r i v i n g f o r c e 
from the h e l i c a l a n t i f e r r o m a g n e t i c s t a t e t o t h e conventional 
ferromagnetic; s t a t e i s provided by the m a g n e t o s t r i c t i o n , then the 
ferromagnetic phase w i l l be absent i n a l l o y s w i t h q u i t e high 
concentrations of terbium as t h e e x t r a p o l a t i o n of t h e l i n e i n 
F i g . 5.10 goes t o zero f o r an a l l o y c o n t a i n i n g about 75 atomic 
percent terbium. 
I n order t o f i n d out whether the v a r i a t i o n of the d r i v i n g 
energy as d e f i n e d i n eqn.(2„23) by 
^ \ e l i c a l ~ E f e r r o m a g n e t i c 
f o l l o w e d t h e same dependence on temperature as the m a g n e t o s t r i c t i v e 
energy over the h e l i c a l s p i n arrangement range, a p l o t f o r A 
against the reduced magnetization on a l o g a r i t h m i c scale was 
made f o r the Tb_ Dr,Sc„ a l l o y . I t i s found t h a t the f u n c t i o n 0.09 0.11 
^ ( 1 - Cos 9 ) 2 H f o l l o w s a c 
M Cos 9 M o 
dependence w i t h i n the accuracy o f t h i s scheme as shown i n 
Y 2 
Fi g . 5.10. The m a g n e t o s t r i c t i v e energy derived from the \ ' 
values p l o t t e d i n F i g . 5.11 shows an approximate dependence 
as the temperature i s r a i s e d . Since A i s r e l a t e d t o the 
d r i v i n g energy as E ^ ^ ^ M A , ' i t can be concluded t h a t the 
M.. dependence i s also obeyed i n the case o f , t h e . d r i v i n g energy. 
As discussed by Feron et al(67.)anisotropy energy and e l a s t i c energy 
terms should also be considered f o r t h e i r c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o the 
A term'. But i n the temperature range where t h e antifeiEro-
magnetic arrangement occurs the c o n t r i b u t i o n due t o a n i s o t r o p y 
can be considered t o be small and the change i n the e l a s t i c . 
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energy w i l l also be small from the i n s p e c t i o n o f the a v a i l a b l e 
data on the hea.vy r a r e earths. 
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CHAPTER 6 
6.1 Summary 
The neutron d i f f r a c t i o n measurements on the terbium-scandium 
alloys pointed to s i g n i f i c a n t differences i n the properties from 
those of the terbium-yttrium alloys. Magnetic measurements on the 
terbium-scandium alloys substantiate these findings. I t i s found 
that the paramagnetic Curie points follow a higher power dependence 
_2 on the eff e c t i v e de Gennes function (0 & G~) i n contrast to the P 
lin e a r v a r i a t i o n found f o r the terbium-yttrium alloys. I t i s 
U /3 
also found that the Neel points follow a T„ K 5 law f o r the 
2/ 
series as opposed to the T^oc G law, which i s followed by a l l 
the alloys of heavy rare earths with y t t r i u m and the i n t r a rare 
earth alloys. These differences are a t t r i b u t e d to possible 
changes i n the inte r a c t i o n due to the contraction of the l a t t i c e . 
Since a simple model of the RKKY in t e r a c t i o n does not cater f o r 
any variations due to changes i n l a t t i c e spacings, i t i s 
possible t h a t the i n t e r a c t i o n i s changed by a change i n the 
Fermi wave number or changes i n x the conduction electron 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t y . 
The magnetostriction and thermal expansion measurements 
on single crystals of alloys of compositions Tb„ D.Sc and 
0.09 0.11 
T l 30 825 S c 0 175 * i a v e b© e n used to estimate the magnetostrictive 
energy and t h i s energy f a l l s o f f r a p i d l y w i t h the addition of 
scandium to terbium. I f the ferromagnetic ordering i s due to 
the magnetostriction i n the system, the absence of a f e r r o -
magnetic phase,even i n alloys with a high proportion of terbium, 
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I f the ferromagnetic ordering i s due to the magnetostriction 
i n the system, the absence of ferromagnetic phase, even i n alloys 
w i t h a high proportion of terbium, w i l l be accounted f o r by the 
f a l l o f f i n the magnetostrietive energy. 
An estimate of the i n t e r l a y e r exchange constants and t h e i r 
derivatives has also been made f o r the Tb 0 o S c 0 a l l o y with 
o.w 0.11 
the help of turn angle data provided by Dr. H.R. Child of the 
Oak^  Ridge Laboratories. They have the same q u a l i t a t i v e v a r i a t i o n 
as the heavy rare earths (e.g. Dysprosium). 
6.2 ^Suggestions f o r Further Work 
There are several i n t e r e s t i n g features i n these alloys which 
need attention. Single crystals i n the c r i t i c a l composition 
range (73-77 atomic percent terbium) w i l l provide more 
information about the ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic t r a n s i t i o n . 
Elastic constant measurements over the whole range of composition 
w i l l be useful to permit estimation of the energy terms 
accurately. To get a better idea of the energy i n the ordered 
state the anisotropy contribution needs to be taken i n t o 
account. Experiments to obtain these constants should provide 
useful information. 
In e l a s t i c neutron d i f f r a c t i o n experiments w i l l be very 
useful i n obtaining the exciton spectra and w i l l be of great 
help i n the understanding of the system. I f very pure 
materials are available, Fermi surface measurements w i l l be 
in t e r e s t i n g to observe the effects of'the contraction of 
the l a t t i c e . This may provide us with an answer to the 
nature of the interactions i n these alloys. /^ v-..-, • 
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APPENDIX I 
Steraographic Projections f o r Hexagonal Crystals 
Standard projections f o r the three p r i n c i p a l directions i n 
hexagonal crystals were necessary i n course of these investigations. 
The (0001) projection i s available from any standard book 
(e.g. r e f . 75>), but the (1120) and (1010) projections were not 
obtainable d i r e c t l y . Koepke and Scott's work ( r e f . 7U) 
mentions these but no projections are produced. 
A simple computer programme to work out the angle between 
the planes (h k 1) and h ' k ' l ' ) * where the indices were varied 
from 0 to 3, was used. Figs. A l to A3 show the standard 
projections f o r the three p r i n c i p a l directions on standard 
Wulff nets. These projections are f o r the /a value of 1.58. 
This i s useful f o r most heavy rare earths and t h e i r alloys. 
I t i s not d i f f i c u l t to p l o t these f o r other values of /a. 
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